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YVC- trying to find itself
Sept. 18 · - Three YVC ad· with public information requests groundhog with an administrator
ministrators, inc~uding Carr, by ~guez for records dating holding a light on him as he
With only an occasion!ll brief hand-picked by Turner, offer their from July, 1973 to July 1, 1979 when .emerges from a hole. Two students
in the background say, "Look, he's
lull, Yakima Valley College has res-ignation in opposition to Turner took over.
Turner had been removed as coming 'out of his office, if he sees
been continually embroiled in con- Turner. They cite difficulty in
troversy since last summer. The functioning effectively while president of a Los Angeles com- his shadow, we're in for six more
munity college in the midst of his weeks of turmoil."
recent firing or demotion of eight Turner is ·president.
Turner objected to the cartoon
fifth
year, it was reported. At the
YVC a~strators is , just one
Sept. 19 - The allegations made
more conflict in a series of pro- by the administrators which same time, it was revealed that and said on a local news show that
blems that the college has, ex- brought about Ellis' request for during the search for a new presi- he had never expeienced such blaperienced. '
Turner's resignation are revealed. dent for YVC, the search- tant racism as he had since he arDr.Franklin Turner was install- The most specific charge is that committee did not contact anyone rived in Yakima. Members of the
as president of YVC on July 1, Turner had ordered several thou- at Southwest College before hiring black community also objected to
1979 replacing William Russell'who sand dollars worth of equipment Turner as YVC president. Turner the cartoon. Turner demanded an
was askedto resign by the board of and furnishings to remodel the declined to discuss the issue with apology from the members of the
. paper staff, which they refused to
trustees. Turner's reign as head of president's office and boardroom reporters.
YVC has been anything but without the board's approval. InNov. 12 - The governor's fact- give. The board suggested that the
peaceful. Less than a month after eluded in the orders was one for finding committee began conduc- Galaxy staff take sensitivity trainhe took office, the first hint of trou- · $7 ,876 for custom chairs in various ting local interviews concerning ing classes.
Feb. 11 - Washington State
ble surfaced. A memo distributed shades of violet.
, the controversy at YVC.
Senate
Higher Education Committo the faculty outlined a drastic cut
Also on Sept. 19, eleven more adDec. 17 - Ellis asked Gov. Ray
in the night school classes. When ministrators offered their resigna- not to reappoint him to the YVC tee gave a unanimous vote of concon ta cted by newsmen, ad- tions. Paul Edmondson, in board of trustees. Ellis, despite the fidence to the new board of
ministrators refused to discuss the response to the allegations made support of several members of the trustees. With the vote of conproposed cuts. They referred all concerning Turner's misuse of col· civic community and the Greater fidence came some harsh criticism
questions to Turner, who also· lege funds said, "I'm no longer Yakima Chamber of Commerce, for the school. Sen. Max Benitz, ·
willing to sit back silently while a said he was making the request R-Prosser, said taxpayer money
refused to discuss the cutS. ·
The following is a recap of the vicious smear campaign is being because he felt the college was had been wasted at YVC and that
activities that have occurred at conducted against the president.!'
more important than the in.. · the school was an embarrassment
to the state community college
YVC and the controversies · that
Sept. 20 - After a second 10-hour dividual.
Dec. 18 .. ·The governor's fact- system. He wished the board well
have plagued the college since that marathon meeting, the YVC board
time.
of trustees voted to compromise finding report was issued. As a jn their efforts to rectify the situaAug. '1:1 . • After Dr. Turner and retain Turner as president and result of the report, the governor tion.
refuses to talk about cuts of night- to reject the resignatioll$ of the 14 requested the resignations of all . March 6 - A month after the carclass schedules, John Carr.is hired administrators. .
YVC board members. Only Paul toon was published, anger still
1
as Dean of Instruction at Turner's
Sept. 24 • Fall quarter classes Edmondson and Mel Sampson smoldered.among some of the YVC
request.
began at YVC.
fought the request. Sampson soon students due to the Galaxy staff's
Sept. 12 - Carr says report of
· Oct. 12 - The Yakima Valley after submitted his, but Edmond- refusal to print an apology saying
night classes being cut was totally Minority Caucus demanded the
refused to give his.
the cartoon was in poor taste and
invalid and adds that only about 10 removal of Ellis as YVC board
Dec. '1:1 - Rodriguez was con- had racial overtones.
per cent of the classes were being president in a letter sent to Gov. victed of shoplifting at a local
April 15 - Richard Marvin resignreadjusted. These included classes Ray. In the letter, they requested grocery store. He subsequently ed as Vice-President of . Faculty
that had consistently low that Ellis be replaced by a resigned his position on the · and students citing differences in
enrollments·. Instructors of night Hispanic or black individual. Yakima Hwnan Rights Commis- management styles· between
school classes that had been cut Charging
misfeasance, sion.
himself and Turner as his reason
denied that low enrollmnent had malfeasance and nonfeasance of
Jan. 3, 1980 • YVC President for leaving YVC after 32 years.
any thing to do with the cuts. They office, they · charged Ellis used Turner ordered the locks changed
April 21 - Eight adininistrators
said some of the classes always questionable practices to gather on Carr's office. It was also learn- are fired or demoted to faculty
ran from 16 to 25 students and oc- information and that he violated ed that Turner had attempted to status.
' casionally had to be split into two Turner's civil rights.
fire carr in December. While the
This is not as far as the story
Oct. 18 - Rather than pay a $1,900 locks were being changed on his of- goes. Accordiiig to other news
classes
Sept. 17 - YVC Board of Directors - return penalty, the board voted to fice, Carr was enroute back to 8ources, the plan to remove the adPresident Ed Ellis requests keep the custom-made violet Yakima after spending a vacation ministr~tors was drawn up by
Turner's resignation. Ellis said, . chairs. Other furnishings ordered in California. Turner stated tha~ ·Turner and Warren Bishop, a
"Based on certain information we . by Turner without board since he hired Carr, he was free to special consultant-mentor to
have received, myself and two authorizations were cancelled.
fire him. Owen Glarke, assistant Turner and the board, who was ap1 other members of the YVC board
Gov. Ray appointed a special state-attorney-general, said Carr pointed by Gov. Ray to
have made personal recommenda- fact-finding committee to in- was not an employee of Turner, but troubleshoot problems at the
tions to him that in order to avoid vestigate the controversy at YVC. of the college, and as such, Turner Yakima school.
.
any embarrassment, he should
Nov. 4 - Reparts were made to could not fire him.
In the latest administrative
resign." At that time, Ellis refused the public concerning private
Jan. 7 - The first phase of the shake-up, Dr. Terry Eade has been
to make any further comment con- phone calls originating in Turner's fact"'.finding conimittee's recom- retained at the school. He was not a
ceming any reasons for the re- office ·to destinations in several mendations, the hiring of a supporter of Turner, but the
quest. A 10-hour meeting was held areas of the U.S., including several consultant-mentor to advise the regime felt that his knowledge of
behind closed doors,. but the board to Turner's former home in Los restructuring of YVC went into ef- the college's affairs was "indelayed making a decision until Angeles. The calls, totaling almost fect 'with the. arrival of Warren valuable."
they could meet again on the issue. $300, and lasting ·slightly less than Bi$op, former Washington State
But Roland Lewis, the schools
three working days time, were · University vice-president.
former alumni association director
Jan. 8- Dan Stephens was named and public-information officer has
paid for by YVC. Turner refused to
discuss the calls with the press.
to replace Edmondson on the YVC been fired. He was the advisor to
The question of racism was rais- board, Virginia Hislop, Tony the schools paper at the time of the
Fra.t .. Swl\l
ed by members of the community Washines, Joan Harris and former "groundhog" cartoon.
Throughout this entire term of
concerning the attempted ouster of CWU president James Brooks
14 .• 'lk.\ ,~·'
upheaval, the campus in Yakima
Turner, who is black. Manual were also named to the board.
L.o ~' ~v'1
Jan . .25 - Performance rules for has continued to function much as ·
Rodriguez, then a member of the
Turner were developed by the new a school should. The faculty has
Yakima
Valley
Minority
Caucus,
\)~, l W4-~
managed somehow to keep the
began_his own investigation of the board of trustees of YVC.
Feb. 8 - YV C's student classes moving and the shattered
administration and management
of the college. The YVC business newspaper, The Galaxy, published administrative staff has managed
office reported being swamped a cartoon depicting Turner as a to hold things together.
by·Faith Wentz
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Sloan
Commission·
on Education
Wants Big
Changes

* Fou.r Major
Proposals*
Newsweek magazine reports
that in the third week in March,
the Sloan Commission on Government and higher education, gave
its initial report. The commission
had gone through two years a.id
$2 million studying the problem
of the survival of colleges.
The rising cost of keeping college doors open and the lack of
college-age students, Newsweek
quotes the commission, "is im'periling almost every school."
The panel suggests fo1;11" major
recommendations.
• Creation of a single agency to·
enforce all equal-opportunity and
affirmative-action laws in higher
education. They say that the current eight federal agency regulation is "sprawling and conflicting," and call for a special council in the Department of Education to mediate all racial and sexbias complaints.
• Incentives for schools having
to comply with laws to protect the
handicapped. They suggest matching funds to colleges that must
install ramps and elevators.
• They suggest .the federal
·government , should give more
money to needy students and
more also to middle-class
students, with the initiation of a
National Educational Loan Bank
to loan students as much as 75 per
cent of the cost of theiI college
education. But, they suggest that
each student should have to pay
at least $500 a year towards his
own education.
• Newsweek says that the commission found that scientists and .
· teachers are no longer proud of
their laboratories and look with
envy at laboratories in foreign
colintries. They therefore recommend an overhaul of laboratories
and research facilities with a look
.toward increased productivity.
The report includes, says
Newsweek, the statement that
there has been an ''adversarial
mood" between government and
education, which has replaced a
once-happy relationship.
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Don't waste Washingto n
by Charles Lwanga

·Washington state is being turned
into the national radioactive waste
dwnping ground.
But not without a fight, though,
because twenty-five Washington
citizens who discovered the plot
three years ago have initiated a
concerted statewide campaign to
prevent the move.
"We are embarking on an all-out
. drive to collect 16,000 signatures
aimed at giving the people of
Washington the right to let or not to
let this state become a worldwide
dump for dangerous radioactive
waste," Campaign Coordinator
Joan Edwards said in a telephone
interview from the headquarters in
Seattle.
The effort is paying off.
The can1paign, called "Don't
Waste Washington Initiative 383",
ha s already generated 9,000
sigrw tures on a petition to be
presented to the authorities-and
the target figure has to be reached
by June 30. "If the campaign. is
successful," Joan noted, ''our committee will take the signatures to
the Secretary of State at Olympia
to show that citizens of Washington
realize the danger of nuclear.
waste, and transportation after July 1, 1981 of both high and low
radioactive waste would be banned."
Adding that the committee's efforts exempt the dumping of
medical waste here "on
humanitarian grounds," Joan
noted that roughly 75 percent of
high level radioactive waste has
already been stored at Hanford

and 25 percent of low level ·waste
will be dwnped there in a few
years. "We cannot let this continue to happen here," she emphasized in a tone with determinution, "and this is why we are not
sparing efforts in distributing petitions and encouraging citizens to
respond quickly and favorably."
Complex as it might seem, the
campaign has not encountered any
major obstacles so far "because
people are already aware of the
dangers," and with "hundreds of
committee members statewide,"
the initiative has received most
support from King County and
much help is expected from
Ellensburg.
Public-lecture workshops have
been held in _educational institutions such as Central, Gonzaga
University and Washington · state
University. Joan rated Central's
response "encouraging because
after our workshop there, hundreds of students and other local
citizens accepted petition papers."
Joan noted, however, that most
of the petitions from Ellensburg
are _yet to be received at headquarters, and she appealed to people here to forward the signed
papers to the local representative,
Hover Kotter, who is awaiting
their delivery, at phone 963-1691.
Campaign headquarters can be
reached at "Don't Waste
Washington
Committee,"
Washington Envirorunent Council,
167 South Main Street, Seattle, WA
98104, phone (206) 622-3902.

State cuts fundings:
Centralntustreduce
budget by 3% for
next year
Central's budget for 1980-81 may
be cut by about $723,000, according
to President Garrity. He told the
Board of Trustees at a recent
meeting that the state office of
fiscal management '' expe(!t
revenue to the state will fall short
of earlier estimates," and so the
state has to pass on the cuts.
Garrity called the cuts unfair,
saying the "burden of the reduction is notevenly shared by all the
agencies who receive state funds;
for example, kindergarten through
12 [grades] are not included in the
cut. It is the view of the [council of
university]
presidents,
unanimously, that this is unfair
and we shared that [concern] with
the governor ... "
He said the cuts would pose a
"significant problem" because of
the rising costs of fuel.
This cut, as well as other fiscal
problems, may . mean that the
faculty won't get a l 1h salary in-

0

0

Shake it up
with a good
Rock & Roll
Band.

Tank
THIS WEEK!

crease this year. Garrity asked the
board to determine if the university should try to fund the increase
out of its operating budget.
More ·importantly, to.students, it
means an increase in housing
costs, about $16 a month for
residence hall and apartment
rents. However, the increase will
not be effective until winter
quarter of next year because incoming students can't be notified
in time.
In actual figures, that's a jwnp
from $1,650 to $1,810 and apartments will go from $137 to $153 per
month, and from $210 to ·$226.
In other board matters, a master
of education degree was deleted
after a university review, and a
new master of science degree program in early childhood services
was approved on the conditi~n that
the state provide necessary funds
for the program.

The University voted to intervene in a law suit brought J:>y
Professor Curt Wiberg and two .
students against Bert Cole, the
state land commissioner, charging
negligent treatment of trust lands.
Thre~ other colleges are already
participating in the suit.
The next regular meeting of the
board is June 20. The board will attend commencement on June 14
and will have a special meeting
May 9-10 in the Tri-Citi~s to discuss
off-campus programs in that ~rea.

U.S. a "paper tiger?"
by Heidi Persson

An individual study project
recently turned into an unforgetable experience for Brian
Skfuner and Ricard Tupling. Skinner, a political science and history
major, and Tuplin, an economics
major, left April 10 for Washington
D.C. to participate in a 3-day national student symposiwn for the
· study of the presidency.
More than five hundred students
and professional people attended
this annual event which is sponsored by the Center for the Study of
the
Presidency. The goals of this
dent of NWATE for the upcoming
conference~ as stated by Skinner,
year.
are to educate more people about
CTT was organized in the fall of the goverrunent; study leadersllip,
1979, and is designed to meet the economics, foreign and domestic
needs of students inter~sted in all policies; and to reinstill faith and
aspects of education. Meetings are optimism in the government of the
held on the first Monday of every United States.
month in the SUB in Rooms
Emphasis was placed on leader204-205.
ship qualities and initiative.
CTT's next meeting will be May · "Leaders in the future are going to
5 at 7: 00 p.m., SUB Rm. 204-205 and have to be good teachers," said
will feature a guest speaker who Skinner. "Carter tried to be a
will talk on "What Teaching is teacher but he doesn't have that
Realling . Like". All interested dynamic quality."
Foreign policy was another key
students and faculty are encouragissue. According to Professo_r C.
ed to attend the meeting.
For more information concern- G. Alexandrides, a speaker at the
symposium and a member of
ing CTT, contact: CTT President,
President Carter's early adRob MacGregor at 962-2197,
ministration,
"Carter has strong
Membership Coordinator, Dani
feelings
for
foreign
policy but he
Lautensleger at 962-9133, or Facullacks the charismatic quality that
ty Advisor, Dr. Dorothy Shrader at
an effective leader needs.''
925-4282.
Skinner's thoughts on the foreign .

CTT gain regional
affiliation
Members of Central Teachers in
Training represented Central
Washington University in Spokane
at the April 17th meeting of the
Northwest Association of Teacher
Educators. During the two-day
conference, CTI presented a proposal to NWATE asking that the
Central club be accepted as an official affiliate club. NWATE,
which consists of representatives
from universities throughout the
Northwest, voted unanimously to
adopt the student organization.
NWATE also gave the Central club
the task of writing a handbook to
facilitate the formation of similar
clubs at other Northwest universities.
Central was well represented at
the conference. Joining the CTT
group were several members of
Central's Education Department.
Dr. Don Black was elected Presi-
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policy of the . present ad.ministration were similar.. ''People wonder
if we even have a foreign policy.
Nixon's policy was a balance of
power-play of one country against
the other. We're now considered a
paper tiger-we look big but don't
have any muscle."
He also added, "We are entering
a new phase of foreign policy
where we can no longer say, 'Do it,
or else.' We have become too interdependent on the world for our

lifestyle and the realization we can
no longer be a nation who uses
80-percent of the earth's food and
resources and consist of only •
6-percent of the population.''
On the topic ·of oil he said,
"People get mad at the Arabs, but
it's their oil...they're getting
smart. They come to the U.S. to
get educated, go back and can now
stick it to us."
What we need, Skinner pointed
out, is to upgrade our own

Where

it
all

happens

manufacturing and industrial
businesses. He ·suggested we start .
actively competing with Japan and
others to turn out quality. merchan- •
dise. "Let's sell Japan cars," he
cracked.
·
"The United States has a disadvantage in business," Skinner
stated. ''Here businessmen are
liable for giving or receivin__g
bribes. In the real world, it's done
. all the time." He wasn't advocating bribery and corruption,
however, just stating a very real ·
fact. .
When asked what students and
:____ I
: other interested people could do to
help improve the effectiveness of
· : our government, he was adamant
· about the need to get involved and
make our government work for us.
INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
He conduded, "Democracy does
.
not survive by looking back. Our
603 North Main 925 5539
political system needs to generate
i!::===================================!.I · new ideas to survive."
needs."
"New priorities for the 80's,"
continued Skinner, "should be less
dependence on foreign spurces, a
change in our consi.imer-oriented

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
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I.I.El.
THlllK IOI FIR lllTlllllllS
Pick i.lp your FREE T.G.F.I. BUTTONS and STICKERS and celebrate
with you.r own good time

This Saturday (May 3) at
Nicholson· PaVilion

I8
I

INNERTUBE BASKETBALL

I

FIREHOSE TUG O' WAR

8

SWIM-SOCCER

8

VOLLEYBALL ·
SOFTBALL

Come and watch students from 20

- northwest colleges have a day of
._c o-ed spor·t s fun.
Lots of fun all day. Music by KMWX
a non-alcholic event
-

-

These Intramural Teams will represent your school at
·the Coors Intramural Sports Festival. Your Intramural
Department is getting a donation from the
Adolph Coors Company. And everyone is out to have
a good time!
See your Intramural Department for details. ·
T.G.F.I. BUTTONS arid .STICKERS are availible
at taverns and stores · that sell Coor's.
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Editorial
Letters

Can, the Govern1nent
Read Your Mind?
hY. Patricia Beed

Dear Editor:

Could you . please grant me a
very special favor, ·by placing in
your publication a short ~tatement
The government can force you to say what your attitudes and opinions concerning my desire for corare and were at a certain time.
respondents?
In a recent Supreme Court decision, "60 Minutes" producer Barry Lan·
do was ordered to tell the court what his motives were in a recent seg- · I'm deeply interested in corment narrated by Mike Wallace.
responding with individuals who
In the case, a retired Anny officer, Anthony Herbert, sued CBS for $44 view beauty in life through small
million over a "60 Minutes" segment and an article Lando had written mountain streams, soft changing
about the same subject.
seasons and quiet country walks.
Lando offered 3,000 pages of depositions, but refused to answer ques·
Myself, I am 23 years old, from
tions that he said related to bis beliefs, opinions, intent and conclusion~.
A federal district court judge ruled that the questions were proper, but Idaho, yet presently incarcerated
the U.S. Court of Appeals overturned that ruling. The Supreme Court in in the state of Wisconsin. I'm a
turn reversed the rulilig of the Appeals court, and said that Lando must quiet-minded person, Italian and
Irish, and a writer of Thoreauist
. answer the questions.
The ruling resulted from a previous case in 1964 called the Sullivan style works, composed in soft
decision. The .Court ruled then that a public figure (politician, athlete, ac- Naturalist themes.
tor) not only has to prove the damage the statements made to their
If you could help me in my venreputations, they have to prove that malice was bitended. The press
\H~lcomed this decision enthusiastically, because it made libel convic- ture for meaningful friends to
tJC\rts much more difficult in cases involving public officials.
share thoughts and ideas with,
The new ruling in the "60 Minutes" case said that in order to prove your assistance would be deeply
malfre under the conditions of the Sullivan ruling, a journalist can be re- appreciated. I sincerely thank you
quh ed to tell the court what be or she was thinking and saying about this and wish for you to hold a very
subject at the time the report was being prepared.
beautiful spring.Some critics of the press may say this decision is justified by the ir·
Sincerely yours,
responsiblity of the press. Even if it is so, it's just the government's first
Joseph John Vescovi Jr.
bite of the cake. The freedom of the privacy of yotir thoughts may not be
so secure.
00556-124
A government that controls the thoughts of its subjects isn't so far off, if
Box 1000
we let it happen. Orwell's estimate of 1984 sounds accurate, and terrifyOxford, WI 53952
ing.

What's truth?

Dear Editor:

Today, pool and ping pong cost
50% more than last week in the
SUB Games Room. Counter perby Steve Wesman
sonnel couldn't justify this
It is with some hesitation that I to ·guess which hostages are being outrageous rate increase, and
attempt, by request, to write about held in which cities (hide and : there have been no unscheduled
the not-so-simple-to-deal-with seek)? Then there's the turkey that improvements in service -0r equipVice-President Mondale spotted on ment. President Carter should be
topic of truth.
Truth. Holy cow. I come here to the White House grounds. I'm not notified for possible violations of
be educated and they expect me to sure if it was the Thanksgiving or his wage and price guidelines. I
strongly urge a student boycott of
tackle the big one. And I thought the peanut growing type.
On it goes. Any number bf things these recreational activities until
life was going to get easier after
this. Ha. The only thing I know for to be written about, whether or not the Campus Crier investigates this
sure is how much I don't know. A people are interested in reading malodorous situation. I demand to
big lesson in HUMBLE. Unders- about them. Most current subjects know if this is inflation or pr<>tand? If you do let me know, 'cause worthy of editorializing upon, at fiteering.
least the obvious ones, have
you're one up on me.
Personally, I'd rather talk about . already been dealt with and I don't .
Sincerely,
why the Postal Service wants to like to chew old bones. So I attempt
the
impossible
(maybe).
Fools
Dirk
Georgenson
charge us twenty cents to mail a
letter and then only deliver three never learn. Or go away. Maybe
days a week. But since I wasn't that is what truth is all about.
We'll look into it.-Ed.
asked, I won't. Or how about trying

Dear Editor:
Last Friday (4/25/80) The Canadian National Greco-Roman
Wrestling Tournament was held at
Simon Fraser University in Vancouver B.C., and Sam Segawa
(CWU senior) placed third in the
nation . .
It was his first wrestling match
since last November because of the
knee injury which kept him out of
season this year for the Wildcats.
For further information, please
call him! Telephone: 925-6837.
He is a great person.

Dear Editor:
I had heard from Mr. Malcolm
Alexander that you we~e going to
make a difference in the Campus
Crier in part by providing perti·
nent information regarding the
library.
You have succeeded! The first
Kaleidoscope is great and we are
committed to assisting you as you
· move through the year.
Good luck to you and your
capable staff.
Cordially yours,
Frank A. Schneider
Dean of Library Services

From his friend, J .S.
Dear Editor:
In regards to your last two editions of the. CRIER (April 17 and
April 24), I think the only person on
the opinion staff that doesn't have
his head up his or her own rear-end
is Ted Anderson. He has put out
two damn good editorials while his
opposition, Patricia Reed, ·h as
resorted to generalities and low
cuts as a rebuttal.
Ms. Reed, you were partially
right in your April 17th article that
they were trained by the Soviets.
But any half-way decent journalist
can get better information than
that. Actually, the so-called
students holding the hostages in .
Tehran were trained by Dr. :
George Hassad and his Popular
Front for the Liberation of .
Palestine (PFLP), a radical leftwing organization some what affiliated with the PLO.
And what about the Pueblo Inci- ·
dent? It 1ooks strangely familiar to ·
the Iranian Crisis. You said,
''Americans were held· for a long
and it was diplomacy, and a little
force, admittedly, that . freed
them.'' Anybody that believed that
statement was either ignorant or
has lost his touch with reality. Get
your facts straight! Who was forcing who? It was dipfomacy, all
right, that freed thenl,diplomacy :
and submission. North Korea
boarded and seized a United States .
naval vessel in international
waters and we didn't do ·a damn
thing about it except sign a show
confession admitting "crimes
against North Korea."
Must we swallow our pride and
dignity again to another tw<>-bit
dictatorship twelve years later? ·
We didn't take action when the ·
Mayaguez was seized in international waters. Its just plain abduc- '
tion according to international law. ·
The law must be obeyed by all
countries or its a bunch of marking ·
on a piece of paper.
So what makes Iran so damned
special? Why is it that they can
kidnap our citzens and not pay
their debts to us and the rest of the
world and get away with it? Its .
because they know that they ·can
get away with it. They know they
won't be punished for it. The pe<>ple of Iran say they are ready to '
die if invaded by the United States;
but will they still be ready if the
U.S. decides to rescue the hostages
militarily? Ted Anderson is right.
Some "azz" kicking is in order. If
there was a call for people to make
a parachute drop on the embassy,
I'd gladly g-0. No one deserves to
held hostage for political ransom
like the 53 people stuck in Iran.
Something must be done, and now.
William M. Orr
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by Mass . Media students on the university, •
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Co1nnien_tary
Speaking
.workshop

Diary of a Mad Student

•

by Bob Gargoyle

April l, 1980

•

Well I did it! I really did it! Today I quit my job and enrolled
in college. Nor more taking orders from that theory spouting,
hµmature, boot-polishing Administration Officer. It's just as
• well I left anyway. With all the new reports required and expenditures for computers, the company will probably go broke
anyway. Mr. Johnson would turn over in his grave if he knew
• of all the changes being made. They are even talking about using women as foremen now! (Or would that be forewomen?)
Things were sure a lot simpler when I was the Administration
Officer.
. April 3, 1980
It's been a ·frustating day. The cost of .b ooks is atrocious.
And so many books. I had to buy a back-pack to carry them. I
had a little trouble deciding what color of pack to get, there
have been so many decisions lately. I was going to get a red
, one, but there are so many red ones. I would 'have been just
another number with a red orie. There was just one blue one
left, and I had quite a discussion with a young kid who was
• looking at it. Needless to say, I put him in his pJace . .

•

April 4, 1980
Another frustrating .day.' This place really lacks organization. It's at least half~a-mile from my eleven o'clock class to my
twelve o'clock class, and the books are really heavy. A strap on
my back-pack is broken. Actually it didn't really break. It was
broken. One of the "kids" ran into me with his bicycle. Knocked me down and tore the strap right off the pack. It could have
been the kid that tried to get my blue pack. He did have a red
pack on. Well, tomorrow should be better. I have my Typing
and Office Management classes tomorrow.
April 5, 1980
When will these trials end? My Typing and Office Manage• ment classes are located in a build:ng called SHSM. I missed
my Typing class looking for this building. Luckily I found an
older student that pointed out the building to me before my Office Management class started. Even that class did not go as
well as I'd expected. Oh well, tomorrow I'll show them what I
know.

Careful Day
The schpol is buzzing about the "madman" who knocked the
"innocent" student off the bridge. I knew they'd cover it up
somehow. The "innocent" student claims he never saw what
hit him but remembers a man with a blue pack walking across
the bridge as he approached.
·

1

Day of Enlightment
What a fool I've been. It's not a "he", it's a "them" that are
after nie. It was a headline in the paper today--REDS ATTACK AFGHANISTAN. I believe Afghanistan is the
building near SHSM building. It is so ironical. As I sit in my
English class reading the most beautiful story ever written,
the truth hit me like a bolt of lightning. The story I was
reading was "The Diary of a Madman," and the similarity of
our situations struck me. The poor, sad~ dumb, fool thought he
was going through the Inquisition. What ignorance. The Reds
got him.
'

Jobs

Schools
having
interviews
On campus at Career Planning and
Placement Center:
May6
Public School Personnel Coop,
Olympia, Wash.
May8
Lake Stevens School District, Lake
Stevens, Wash.
May 13
Aberdeen School District
Mayl9
N orthshore School District,
,. Bothell, Wash.

interviews on
campus
May6 ·
K-Mart Apparel, Federal Way,
Wash.
May 7-8
U.S. Marine Corps
Mjly 22 •
U.~. Air Force
I

Sign up sheets will be posted one
week in advance in the Career
Planning and Placement Center in
Barge Hall.

()

April 15th
Well, I know he's after me. Today when I walked into my Office Management class·, he was in my seat. The kid with the red
pack. I had to· sit way in the back. It was just as well though.
ll the professor talked about was COM systems, rotating
files and microfilming. All this sophisticated equipment could
never take the place of the good-old Dewey Decimal filing
ystem. OH! if Mr. Johnson could only see me now.
Happy Day
Every dog has it's day. Today was my day. Strike back day!
My biggest concern (of which I have many) has been crossing
the bridge between my eleven and twelve o'clock class. This is
the only place I cannot dodge the RED on the bicycle. Everyday I run across. "The only thing to fear in life is fear itself"
and "the only thing necessary for evil to prevail is for good
onen to do nothing." I did something! As I walked across the
bridge, I spotted the RED pack coming out of the corner of my
eye. l grasped my pack by the broken strap, and as he bore
down on me, I swung it in a wide arc catching the would-beassassin on the shoulder, knocking him over the rail and into
the irrigation ditch. Ohh!, the feeling of power! Be careful,
"power is corruptfon and absolute power is absolute corrupion.''

Faculty
Promotions
At the April 25 B.O.T. meeting
the following promotions were announced:
To Professor
Robert Brown, Biology
Lynn Dupin, Music
Calvin Greatsinger, Education
Donald Guy, Psychology
Linda Klug, Anthropology
David Lygre, Chemistry
John Ressler, Geography
. Christian Schneider: German
Willard Sperry; Physics
Philip Tolin, Psychology
To Associate Professor
Cynthia Bennett, Art
Sherrie Chrysler, Education
David Kaufman, Sociology
To Assistant Professor
Paul Enunons, Library
Patsy Whitmer, Food Science

.........................................................................

\

Two reasons for prayer

April 9, 1980
What is this world coming to? These kids are so lazy that
.they can't even push down a typewriter key. And the college is
no better. All they have is electric typewriters. If you even look
at them they type. And not the right letters either. They've
~hanged the position of the·apostrophe and quotation mark. I
~ think that young, red-headed teacher did that because she probably saw my records and knew I'd be better than the other
young student unless they changed the keys. Well, they'll not
oeat me! I '11 learn to use their machine. What bothers me is the
half-mile walk to my twelve o'clock class. I saw the kid with
the red pack again today. Believe me, I got out of the way.

All those interested are cordially
invited to the Ellensburg
Toastmistress club's workshop on
voice projection and showmanship
!in speaking. This is to be held on
!Thursday, May 8, at 5:30 pm at the
.Community Savings and r.oan
(meeting room is in the
!basement), corner of 5th and main.
Jo Hoffman from Moses Lake will
'be conducti.Dg the workshop. She is
:recognized for her ability to teach
voice projection and showmanship
in speaking .

by Karen L. White

The lord looks down from heaven, :
he sees all the sons of men ... Psalms 33: 13:
he who fashions the hearts of them all :
and observes their deeds ... Psalms 33: 15 :
A war horse is a vain hope for victory. Psalms 33: 17 :
by wise guidance wage war. Proverbs, 20: 18 :

This week the notion hos been called to prayer by many of its religious leaders. The idea is to :
focus attention once again on the central role thot God must play in our nation. There are two :
reosons why prayer is an important beginning for the American people now walking through :
valleys of decision concerning war. The first reason is the need for a clear hope of victory. Such :
a hope can only come from a sure knowledge of all of the thoughts and motivations of each side :
involved in an impending conflict. Intelligence gathering, in spite of its electronic s91>histica- :
tion, is clearly limited if it is interpreted in the wrong way, ignored, or covered up.
Consider, for example, the days before the bottle thot Gideon was to wage against the Mi- ;
dionites by the hill of Moreh. Even if computers hod assisted the normal intelligence gathering ;
of that time, the conclusion would have been the same. The hope of victory was practically nill :
for three hundred lsrealites facing a nearly innumerable host of Midianites who were amply pro- :
visioned with camels. But Gideon appealed in prayer to God who had a vantage point ·on the :
.situation that neither Gideon nor electronic sophistication could equal. God unequivocally con- ;·
firmed two times for Gideon that the lsreolites would have victory. Because Gideon opted to :
tarry a while in prayer, he was able to shore the perspective of one who fashions the hearts of :
all men and· sees their deeds.
;
The war horse has been o vain hope for victory in the conflict between the United States and ;
Vietnam. Even though the United States had the weapons, manpower and war machines to win, :
the veterans of that conflict are now saying that they did not have the hope of victory. In a re- :
cent article written by Joe Frisino for the Seattle P. I., Vietnam veterans were saying that they :
were "not backed up physically or psychologically and not welcomed when they came home." :
To many of these veterans the suspicion remains that the government decided not to win that :
war. Some of us would agree that "if we hod taken definite action there, we wouldn't see :
American people token hostage, and we wouldn't be hostage to the OPEC nations ." The implica- :
tions for future U.S. military involvement ore what must occupy our thoughts now in light of re- ;
cent actions aimed at Iran. If our soldiers are once again involved in o conflict, can we as a no- :
tion give them a hope of victory? Will we be guided by our own intelligence or will we tarry in :
prayer and try to fulfill in war a purpose beyond our own selfish interests?
.
Besides seeking o greater perspecive for involvement in war, another reason for prayer is the :
need for wisdom and perception on the part of thos.e who ore guiding this nation either into or :
away from war. Because of the complexity of our society, we are increasingly dependent on the ;
decisions made by a few people. It seems as though the masses of American people ore assum- ;
ing less participation in their destiny. However, through prayer the hearts and minds of many :
more ore involved in agonizing through the issues that are challenging our commitment to peace. :
The more people direct their thoughts toward the one God of us all, the more we can hope to :
·,
, achieve the singleness of purpose necessary for victory in war or victory in peace.
• - ! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -
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Brew•imbibers ·determine besht beer
On April 18 last, several persons
of note gathered at a location that
shall not · be mentioned to participate in a tasting of various
brands of malt beverage, otherwise called BEER.
Each individual concerned
brought a modicwn amount of a
specified brand of beer, this·having
been planned in advance to
preclude the arrival of duplicates.
The sots, uh, tasters assumed a

comfo$ble position with feet
propped high, or one knee draped
over a chair back, to affect the
natural position that would be
assumed · while either watching
television or participating in a
stunning game of PIT.
- One individual, a volunteer who .
remained a non-taster, poured the
small amounts to be tasted into
identical 4.5 ounce tasting cups.
~r each taste, the tasters were

Put a new career
on your horizon...

•"

National Travel and Airline
Careers can train you for
an exciting career as a
./'
'
flight attendant.
reservationist, travel
consultant. tour director
and travel ageht-just to
name a few. These
. fascinating jobs often
include fringe benefits like
free trip passes. generous
travel vacation plans,
opportunities at reduced
rates. All you need is the
desire to travel and meet new people; we'll provide the training.

dried out with saltine crackers·so
that lingering amounts of the
beverage would not affect the
following taste.
Eight tasters began the sampling, two others joining after the
fourth sample, after arriving late

Based on the information that
and owing to the fact that the
tasting occurred in late afternoon-

BEi ;;

BEER

too late for lunch and too early for
supper-some of the tasters had not
eaten before the tasting and were
subsequently overcome with a lowdegree of intoxication. This did not
have lasting effect, however, and
each of the tasters were able to

-

due to pressing circumstances at
the other end of campus. · Each
taster rated the beer-in-hand on a
scale of 1 to 10 and emitted
' judgemental remarks concerning
taste, effectiveness; color, body,
frangrance and ability to qualify
as a drink to be recommended to
friends.

At last, the assigned values have
been tabulated and averaged, and
the winning brew has been noted.
As in a similar taste:-comparison
afternoon at the University of
Washington, where they fowid that
their highest rated brew was Colleave ori their own power. One, umbia, we too were surprised.
though, havmg forgotten that the · Here are the ratings. BEER, with
tasting took place on the third . most points, is the winner.
1- BEER/beer 82 pts. 10 tast.ars
2 - Michelob
43 pts.
6 tasters
3 - English 800 frl pts. 10 tasters
4- Lucky Bock .53 pts. 8 tasters
5 - Rainier
63 pts.
JO tasters
6- Rainier Light 54 pts. 10 tasters
7 - Natural Light 39 pts. 8 tasters ·
8 - Olympia
38 pts.
10 tasters
9 - Budweiser · 30 pts. 8 tasters
10 - Carlsburg 28 pts. . 10 tasters

For a free brochure on how you can be a part of this fast· ·
growing industry. mail in this coupon today. ·Or call collect
But, huny. The next class starts soon, and class size is limited.

Please rush me a fact.filled brochure telling
an exciting career in the travel industry.

Name-----

me how I can be trained for
Age-·----

1'ddr6s - - - - - - City - --

The non-taster volunteer recorded the brands in order, while one of
the tasters jotted down numerical
values being uttered from the
other tasters.

Mystery art appears

-----

State _ _ _ ZiP, _ _ _ Phone - - - - - -

~ Natior1al "iavel

~~ &AmeCareers
A Division of:
Commercial Training College - Seattle, Washington
Chase B~siness College - Vancouver,Washington
Send Coupon to:
National Travel/Airline Careers Office
3209 N. E. 18th Street
Vancouver, WA 98665

" A1 ·,

.,.

,_
.. :--~~---~·- During the tasting, such ,
·remarks as "this sucker's gotta be ·
mahogany varnish" and "my un~
·cle used to water his begonias with i
this stuff" were heard and duly ;
recorded. After the latter.remark, 1
a lively discussion occurred as to ;
whether the uncle · watered the :
begonias before Or after drinking I
.I
the beer,

Kansas ·City, Mo.(A.P.)
The Nelson Gallery may be one
of the few museums where people
don't try to steal-exhibits, but instead sneak them in.
Last Tuesday, a small wall
sculpture appeared with its own
label, about the same size as other
labels in the museilm. It read:
''f\ecropsy, by Fred Frenge.
Donated by simple-minded artiTANKS."
Museum officials don't know
. Wh0 made the SCulpture, and .the
name Of the art~t doesn't ring any

SUPER SAVINGSonSUPER SONY STEREOI
TC-K35
:' :i

HI ( >· . :.· i ; ; f I Jl

STR-V1

l :~

I M ~ ; 11 Hf ( J FM ,\ M

Features
o Superb cassette deck performance at an affordable price
o Sony's own Ferrite-and-Ferrite head for better tape-to-head
contact. low wear, and longer service life
0 Dolby* noise reduction with MPX filter
O Direct-coupled head /playback amplifier with patented desigP
to insure low distortion
o DC servo tape drive motor with internal frequency generator ta
correct any speed variations instantly.
O Large VU meter;, LED peak indicator for quick response , more
gi.ccurate recording level settings
o Air-damped "soft eject," auto-stop, auto-play repeat control ,
:3-position bias and EQ controls, REC Mute control
'TM Dolby Laboratories Inc.

SONY" $ 20995

SALE

.

HURRY I
Quantities Limited

Store Hours:
10:30 - 5:30
Closed Sunday

removal of a ten-speed cycle shifting handle which lodged in her
body after plummeting from the
above-mentioned height. Consolatory remarks may be addressed to the Arts & Entertainment
Editor, SUB 218, Central
Washington University.

_ , =ft=

and

------------------

floor, is now in a special surgical-

this would only be a beer-tasting, · care unit in Denver for the

rn

l :1 IV! H

°Features
D 15 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms from 30Hz to
20kHz with no more than 0.2% Total Harmonic Distortion
D Economical high-performance FM reception, with FET RF front
end and phase-locked-loop IC stereo multiplex stage
O Simple, accurate tuning with center-station and signal-strength
meters and easy-to-read linear FM dial scale
D Direct-coupled power amplifier, quick-connecting speaker
term inals. AC convenience outlet

Reg S220il

SONY

SALE

$

J79 95

bells with the faculty or administration of the nearby Kansas
City Art Institute.
/
"I think it's a rather successful •
little piece," said :Ellen Goheen,
.curator of 20th century art at the
museum.
Ater she found "Necropsy," she
wasn't sure what to do with it, .so
she took it to her office and
mounted· it on the wall there. She 4
later had it reinstalled where it
originally appeared, for the benefit
of whatever public it may attract.

Mayhem
for Mayday
Professional journalists from
Seattle and Yakima will headline a
high school journalism competition May 1 on the Central
Washington University campus.
•
Robert Blethen, assistant
managing editor in charge o{ ·administration for The Seattle
Times, Charles Dunsire, higher
education reporter for the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer, and Jim
Macknicki, regional editor for the •
Yakima Herald-Republic, will
share the podium as guest
speakers at the day-long meeting
in Ellensburg.
'
CWU's fifth annual "Journalism
Day" will provide student
photographers and writers on-the- 9
spot .competition, as well as a
category for write-in entries in
news, editorial, feature and sports
writing.
Sponsored by the CWU Mass
Media Program, J-Day is designed
to encourage and give credit to
Washington higfi school journalism •
students, ~ccording to James
Goodrich, director.

•

..
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Thompson chosen for
summer stock
by Glenda Wallace
With only one college drama
class to his credit, Brian Thomps.on has pulled off the coup of being
selected to do sununer stock with
The Imperial Players of Cripple
creek, Colorado, and is currently
performing in the Central
Washington University production
of "The Marriage of Figaro" and
"Medea."
Thompson, a CWU junior
presently planning to get a degree
in construction management, admits he has come to a crossroads in
his life.
"I don't want to look back when
I'm forty and say, 'Brian, if only
you would have tried it,' "Thompson says, feeling the sununer stock
work will help him decide tl;le best
career route. ~
So Thompson plans to complete
his spring quarter classes ' at the
end of May so he can join the acting company, along with other
selected . college students .from
across the U.S. He will receive
room and board and $100 a month
for his work with the Colorado
company.
- Encouraged
by
many
knowledgeable people, Thompson
says he was once told by a professional art director, "You have a
unique face--you may never
become famous, but you'll always
have an acting job."
Thompson, who played three
seasons as a defensive tackle on
the CWU football team, feels that
his physical size is a bonus in the

acting profession. The agility need~d for football also came in handy
when he kicked up his heels as
Tevya in last quarter's CWU production of "Fiddler On The Roof."
The son of Bart and Lois Thompson, Longview, Brian became interested in acting his senior year of
high school after winning the best
supporting actor award for his performance in "You Can't Take It
With You."
Since then spare time hasn't
come easy to Thompson . .As he
prepared for the first performance
of "Medea,'' he says that he has
learned to budget his time wisely.
Four days after the last .curtain
call as King Creon in the greek
tragedy, which Thompson
describes as 'all meat and no
filler,' he takes on the countenance
of the Italian peasant Antonio in
!the comic opera "Figaro," which
is rwming in CWU's Threepenny
Playhouse thru May 3.
Currently studying voice with
"Figaro" director Sid Nessleroad,
Thompson, a bass-baritone, explains that he decided to do opera
for the experience.
The contrast between the two
plays and roles is enormous, says
Thompson, who admires versatility. His past CWU performances
range from "Guys and Dolls" to
· " Peter Pan."
Admiring actor Jon Voight for
the same ability to try things different and new, Thompson says,
"A university is a place where you
can do so many different things
that would be foolish to graduate
with just your degree."

Figaro (Ted Eudy, left) arid Susanna (Julie McLaughlin) discuss his upcoming
marriage. The comic opera continues through Saturday at the Three Penny
Pia house in Bar e Hall

Governlllent
waste
The U.S. budget for fiscal 1980 is
about $550 billion and the federal
government employs - by some
figures - one eighth of the population. The opportunity for waste and
fraud is great, and according to
Government Accounting Office
(G.A.0.) figures, the opportunity
is exploited.
Specifically, G.A.O. audits and
surveys of recent years indicate
that federal economic assistance
programs are being taken for between $2.5 billion and $25 billion
each year by white-collar
swindlers.
Another source of
fraud, according to G.A.O., are
bad loans to small business or
overpayments in educational

assistance payments to vets.
These are written off as uncollectable.
The G.A.O. packed these figures,
and more, into a report titled,
"Federal Agencies Can and Should
Do More to Combat Fraud in
Government Programs." In this
report, it was pointed out that no
one knows how big the losses are
due to fraud and waste, but the oppo rtun i ties are ''virtually
limitless" because ofthe size and
numbers of government projects.
Right now, the National Direct
Student Loan Program · has a
default rate of about 20 percent.
That translates into some 700,000
students defaulting on some $600
million in loans. At least five congressional committees found the
program riddled with fraud, abuse
and default.
A hospital in Tennessee
complained that federal paper-

work demands were adding $4 a
day ·to the cost of a hospital room.
In Massachusetts, paperwork is
estimated to cost hospitals between $60 to $80 million a· year.
When Senator Proxmire, famous
for his attacks on government
waste and inefficiency, asked
government agencies for a copy of
every form they used, reactions
from the bureaucracy ranged from
fru5tration to shock.
Estimates suggest business annually spends $32 billion comply.mg
with Federal paperwork. These
costs are passed on to the individuals who are already doing
nearly $9 billion worth of paperwork collectively mostly in the
form of income tax forms.

Grow your_
own
In spring the young folks' fancy
may turn to love, but gentle
showers and warm breezes also •
conjure thoughts of home grown
vegetables,_ sending many
Americans to the seed catalog and
garden store.
If you've had a garden in the past
you've learned about vegetable
growing through experience, but
there are many first-timers - and
even veteran gardeners who still
can learn some things.
So, if you are preparing, or still
just thinking about, a garden,
there are plenty of government
pamphlets available, all listed in
the new spring Consumer Information C'atalog.
Some are free and some carry a
small charge, and all can be
ordered from the Consumer Information Center, Pueblo, Colo.,
81009.
Here are some of the booklets
available:
-"Building
Hobby
Greenhouses," booklet 127H, $1.
-''Controlling Insects on Fruit
and Nut Trees Without Insecticides." booklet 176H, $1.60.
-"Fruit and Nuts," booklet 563H,
no charge.
-''Growing · Flowering Perennials," booklet 128H, $1.
-"Growing Vegetables in Containers,'' booklet 564H, no charge.
-"Growing Tomatoes in the
Home Garden," booklet 177H, 90
cents.
-"Growing
Your
Own
Vegetables," booklet 565H, no
charge.
-"Herbs," booklet 566H, no
charge.
-"Organic Gardening - Think
Mulch," booklet 568H, no charge.

FOR CWU
STUDENTS
The Conference Center, Housing (Residence Halls and Apartments) and Food Services will accept applications
for our new Auxiliary Services Custodial Apprentice Program through May 7, 1980. We need qu2lifiecl students
to assist our professional staff during the school year, vacation and summer time activities. Custodial apprentices
will be paid $787 per month which includes partial housing accommodations.for the summer.
Our on-the-job training program has been designed to increase the knowledge and experience of the selected
individuals. Full-time summer employment will be available to those who successfully fulfill job requirements.
Students that are interested in applying for the Custodial Apprentice Program are urged to apply as soon as
p0ssible.
·
Applications are avc:iilable at these participating departments:
Conference Center - Courson Hall
EI len Crawford
963-114 1
Food Services - Holmes Dining Hall
Tom Ogg
963-1591
Food Services - Commons
Carter Babcock
963-1301
Housing - Barge 103
Perry Rowe ·
963-1831

-
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Evans Produces Brilliant Adaptation
It was just about showtiine, casting for the parts. This was no
when the lights were dimmed, and easy task. In order to select the
only the darkness prevailed in best talent, Evans began auditionThreepenny Playhouse.- After a ing this past winter, a decision
few moments passed, a voice came which turned out for the best as
out of the dark, startling the hush- evid~nced by the strong perfored audience. The voice was accom- . mances that resulted.
panied by synthesized music· tellImmediately after the play
ing the story of Medea, a barbarian started, the Nurse (Sarah Thompprincess. She was also a descen- son) came out of two large doors,
dent of the Sun God and a sorceress the entrance to Medea's house in
whose chief joy came from the evil Corinth. Talking · in an obscure
that she wrought.
way, she began explaining
lbe hour.and a half play was pro- Medea's evil history. This allowed
duced without iiltennission. This everything to fall into place the reseemed natural,' for if there had mainder of the play. The ensuing
been one, the play would have action was brought forth by
dragged. Instead, the play moved several actors and actresses, but
as though the actors had been on one question remained in my mind.
Broadw8y for many seasons.
Where was that sorrowful moaning
CWU Drama Professor Betty · ·coming from? Behind the stage?
Fvans adapted Euripides' Medea In the control room? No, none of
in c. way that the classical allusions these. ·n was the wailing of Medea,
that would prove hard to swallow crying because her husband had
by om· generatjon were played left her for another woman. Hell
down. Evans spent many hours hath no fury like a woman's scorn,

, as Jason would soon learn.
Furious was understatement for
the way Medea felt. She was not
used to losing anything, let alone a
· provider and the father of her two
children.
In the role of Medea, Kit Pratz
played a very convincing part.
She seemed to really get into her
character. T.he scheming, cunning
sorceress that was Medea, was truly depicted throughout her brilliant
perfonnance.
Both the 'Nurse and the Tutor
were concerned for the well-being
of the children. But this proved to
be of no avail, for the children were
to help their mother in getting
revenge on their father Jason.
This happened without their
awareness that Medea saw them
only as instruments of destruction.
Medea tried to trick Jason into
thinking that she was happy for
him and his new bride. Jason fell
prey to this diabolical scheme that

only brought him misery, pain and
agony. Because of her treachery
Jason lost his new wife, and her
father Creon, King of Corinth. But
this was only the beginning of his
suffering. After slaying the king
and his daughter, Medea had virtually caused Jason to loathe her.
She later murdered her own
children in cold-blood and their
screams rang through the audience like a supernatural tingle.
.From the moment that I sat in
my seat something seemed to be a
little odd, but I was unable to put
my finger on it until almost the end
of the play. There was a strange
curtain with the image of a dragon
on it. Suddenly, Medea stood there
scoffing Jason when he came to put
an end to her foul existence. She
was in a dragon chariot that was
taking her away with the bodies of
the dead children as Jason stood
cursing and pleading for the corp-

ses. But his hopes were soon
denied by Medea.
Euripides' Medea was a very exciting, brilliant tale that wreaked
with evil from start to finish. If it
were not for Betty Evans, who
directed, oversaw the stage being
built, in addition to casting the
various parts, and the talented individuals who took part in the play,
it would not have been a successful
play. Great work and effort.

Poetry Issue
If you like putting pen to paper
and writing poetry, or verse, then
take your opportunity to appear on
our poetry pages on the 22nd of
May. Your work must arrive at the
Crier by May 16th to be included.
We cannot return your work so
keep a copy.

~-s\\AGE;olr
\) TACO , Ex~ent
Entertainment

.·+ --

Thurs. T-Jay 7:00
Fri. Live Entertainment

,..- _;,- ·-._ .
't

sandwiches,

pizzas & ;Mexican food.

·,

Sat. Lee Hochberg 7:00

Mon-Thurs. 8:00a.m.-9:00p.m.

Fri.-Sat. 8:00a.m.· 10:30p.m.

May 1,2

SUB Theatre

3 : 00 ' 7 : 00 & 9 : 30
Admission '1.50

Corning Attraction:
Deer Hunter

AN INDOOR MARKET OF
FINE ARTS, CRAFTS,
J-EWELRY, GIFTS,
FOODS,
DEMONSTRATIONS
AND LIVE MUSIC
MAY 71 9:00 A.Ill.· 5:00 P.111.
MAY 8 / '9:00 A.M. • 7:00 P.ftl.
MAY 91 9:00 A.M. • 5:00 P.M.
A GREAT PLACE TO PURCHASE HANDCRAFTED WARES
For further Information: (~9)963-1511
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TV Suggestions ·
Thursday' May 1:
9:00 p.m. - KYVE - Camera Three,
,

.

1

"'

~

"The Mississippi River Raft
Review.''
1:22 a.m. - KIRO - "Bless the
Beasts and the Children." An
upder-rated film about a group of
problem ridden boys and their attempt to save a herd of buffalo
which are to be ~ot for s)>ort.
Friday
9: 00 p.m. - KOMO - "Blume in
Love," H you really don't have any
thing better to do this Friday night
you might as well watch this 1973
movie with George Segal, Shelly
Winters, and Kris Kristofferson.
Hopefully you'll have something
better to do.
11 :oo p.m. -Kcrs- Austin City
Limits: "Carl Perkins and Joe
Sun." One hour of uninterrupted
rockabilymusicfrompublictelevi.sion.
Saturday
9:00 p.m. -KCTS- ''The Edelin Conviction" This encore documentary
focuses on Dr. Kenneth Edelin
wliose conviction was set aside for

• the death of an infant in the course
of a legal abortion.
9:00 p.m. -KYVE- Synthesis 2: The
Grand Canyon: Who Needs It?"
• Scientists and river runners explore the Grand Canyon and its
ecological problems caused by the
, Glen Canyon Dam and the use of
moterboats on the Colorado River.

11:45 p.m....KAPP- "Easy Rider,"
The classic gem from the late 60's
• staring Peter Fonda, Jack
Nicholson, and Dennis Hopper as
the cyclists out to "discover
America."
· · :······~········

...•...••......

.

Games Room Slates Contests
The CWU Games Room and
Frazzini's Pizza Place are cosponsoring a pool tournament May
6 and 7 in the Samuelson Union
Building Games Room. The entry
fee will be 3.50 and all those interested are welcome to participate.
·
The tournament will begin at 7
p.m. each evening, with a free
warm-up from 6 to 7 p.Il). On May 6
the competition will be a "Round
Robin" which enables everyone to
play during the evening, and using
double elimination to determine
the order of the winners.
There will be · cash prizes for

ifirst, second and third place ·
finishers.
Pre-registration is 1required in
the Sub Games, Room.
For futher information
please contact Jerry Freberg,
Games Room Manager, at
963-3512.
"Game of the week" will start
Friday, April 1.5, in the SUB Games
Room. A different pinball machine
will be featured each week, and the
top score recorded, with the attendant determining the winner. The
winner will recieve a $5 gift certificate from Frazzini' s Pizza
Place.

Photography Workshop·
"Nature Photography - Plants and Birds," a two day photographic
workshop, conducted by noted'Northwest photographer, Joy Spurr, will
be held at Coppernotch Lodge in Leavenworth June 7 and 8, as part of
Photography Festival '80 sponsored by Upper Valley Arts.
Designed for intermediate-level photographers, this weekend session
will concentrate of 35mm color photography in the field, emphasizing
wildflowers, shrubs, trees, mushrooms and birds. Accompanying techniques will also be taught; An informal evenin-g of discussion will allow
critique of students' works.
.
The workshop and overnight accomodation will be at Coppernotch
Lodge, a rustic private retreat, situated in the tranquil Icicle Valley.
Located just a few miles from Leavenworth in the foothills of the majestic
Cascades, the area offers proximity to alpine meadows, mountains,
secluded woods, and the crystal-clear Icicle River adjacent to the lodge.
Overnight acc.omodations at the lodge consist of several private rooms
and semi-private dormitory spaces.
The class is limited to 16 students. Fee for the two day workshop is $75
·and includes meals and lodging.
. Joy Spurr is a staff photographer and writer for Pacific Search Press
. and also operates her own freelance nature photography business. She is
. author of "Wild Shrubs - Finding and Growing Your Own," she has contributed to numerous publications distributed worldwide.
Additional information about the workshop may be obtained from Upper Valley Arts, P.O. Box 385, Leavenworth, WA 98926 or by telephoning
· (509) 548-7879 or 548-5509.
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WSAC Seeks Perforriting
Artists for Honors
Olympia - The Washington State eluding date, location and name of

- Art Commission is looking for the the performing group; news anbest among professional perfonn-. nouncements or reviews documen- ·
ingartistforrecognitioninthe1981 . ting the applicant's acHonors Awards program. The complislunents; and, the Honors
COmmission is accepting applica- Program application form
tions
from
playwrigh~, available from the state Arts Comchoreographers and composers mission. Applications may also inwho work and reside in ; elude any two of the following:
Washington State.
· video tape or film, audio tape or
Three cash awards of $3,333 will . record, script, or score.
A jury of qualified professionals
be offered in recognition of exceptional talent and achievement and has been selected to review apindividual contribution to the arts :plications on the basis of artistic
of Washington.
Professional excellence, professionalism, and
playwrights, choregraphers, and contribution to the arts. Jurors for
composers whose works have been the 1981 Honors Awards include
performed by at least one profes- Arne Zaslove, Floating Theater
·sional company are elegible for ·Company of Seattle; Richard
Honors program recognition.
Tutor, Tacoma Actors Guild; BarAccording to Commission Direc- hara Baldwin, former company
to James L. Hasiltine, the Honors manager of the Robert Joffrey
programs helps fufill a primary Ballet, Tacoma; Phyllis Legters,
ob1ective of the· State Arts Com- Repertory Dancers Northwest,
mission: to develop and support Seattle; William A. Billingsley,
the state's artistic resources and University of Idaho, Moscow; and
particularly its artists.
Through David Robbins, Pacific Lutheran
the annual Honors Awards pro- University, Tacoma.
gram, the Commission offers
Jury recommendations will be
unrestricted cash awards to enable presented to the State Arts. Comindividual professional artists to mission review and approval. Apadvance their careers as they plicants will be notified of Conunischoose.
, sion action in October.
:nie. Commission will accept a~
Honors Awards program inforplications for Honors Awards if mation and applications are
postmark~d no later than ~une 2, available from the Washington ·
1980. Applicants must submit
a State Arts Commission Att:
professional resume; a list of ; Honors Program Mail Stop,FU-12
works created by the applicant, in- . Olympia, Wa. 98504,
'

l
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:Button's
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:

Al Stevens
925-4175 .

••

•

..
..

.

'Tear after year. semester
Iaftcr'icmcstcr. the
Collcgc\1astcr· from
Fiddih· lJnion Life has
been tile most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses au O\'er America.
Find out wh)·.
Call the Fidelif\· Union
CollegeMas.ter·
Field Associate
·in your area:

~.,#,~
... '
•.
.
..
, ,

. •

COllegeMaster·
.:--·····················~···-···:

•

3 in all. Collect all 3.
Do you believe In flying saucers! Well, you can believe In these!
Mcoonaldland ® Flying saucers... fun-filled flying discs. watch
them soar! watch them spin! They·re fun for the whole family!
There's three In all... Ronald McDonald ®, Big Mac™, and
Captain crook ®.

For a limited time
only your customer
will receive free
a long-stemmed
American Beauty
silk rose with the
purchase of the
Felicity or Newport
Bud Vase.
A. Newport Bud Vase
6 3/." tall, $16.00
B. Felicity Bud Vase
7 1/2" tall, $15.00

Pick up your flying saucers now at McDonald's:

/'

11!

,I

.I

/

.

I\
: ,,
'

/

1304 Canyon Rd.

·1

.l

)~' A~p

Only

.i

8~~
-~~
~
.,,~ -

While supply lasts .
At participating McDonald's .

Nobod.v can do it

likei\/\:~'"
Ift\c§on~c~1
.Ellensburg
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New York Court

Etlucational Testing Services must
publish Graduate Records test
CWU students who . took the available as an extension• ·of the
Alfred S. Sussman, chairman of
Graduate Record Examinations New York State Admissions the GRE Board, explairied, "After
Aptitude Teast on January 12 can Testing Law of 1979 which requires a test is made public, it cannot be
now obtain a 40-page booklet con- that questions and correct answers used again. Therefore, the number
. taining the questions used in that for standardized tests used in ad- of editions of the Aptitude Test tha_t
test and a list of the correct mission procedures be made can be released is determined by
answers released March 15 by the public shortly after the test ad- the current inventory of test ediGraduate Record Examinations ministration. Consequently, the tions and the rate at which new
Board. The booklet also includes a GRE Board may make several ones can be developed."
description of the test and explana- reductions in its testing schedule. .
tions of the kinds of questions asked: Order forms for the booklet
and answer sheet were mailed to .
test-takers with the score reports
.
.
in February.
What is the higher education ward to another budget surplus
The . same week that the GRE outlook for the 1980's? Currently, a · this year.
Board released the booklets, free confusing rags-and-riches picture
In an era of declining numbers of
copies were distributed to · is developing amoung colleges and 18-to 24-year-olds, many schools
must make changes to accomgraduate school deans and depart- universities in Washington State.
ment heads.
The Educational Contrasting Seattle Pacific modate older students in an effort
Testing Service, with whom the University's plans to build enroll- to head off eroding of budgets.
GRE Board is affiliated, is ment . from the present 2500 Declining enrollment is only part
welcoming comments relating to students to 3200 by 1990 is the of the boom-and-bust syndrome.
the content, validity or ·ap- demise of the 4-year liberal-arts The enormous cost of higher
propriateness of any of the test · program of Spokane's Fort Wright education and its effect on public
questions made by our graduate College effective at . the end of funding is the subject of a study
schools and graduate students. A August. Similarly, the University chaired by Robert C. Benson, Jr.,
':ooklet containing the questions of Washington faces a shortage of Deputy Dfrector of the State Office
.. 11t i answers used in the April 26
funds for expansion in its College of Fiscal Management.
The
ana April 28 GRE administration of Engineering and position cuts in results of this study will unwill be available after July 1.
its College of Arts and Sciences, doubtedly mean further shifts in
1 !11~ booklets are being made while Seattle University looks for- state-supported post-secondary
Y.~MMN~W~~MMM'N~WW~MMM#~WW~ schools as the fight for state funding intensifies.
Given other problems of energy,
inflation and salaries for state
schools facing the effects of InNew Shipment of Fabrics
. itiative 62, which provides that the
state budget cannot exceed the in-.
Greeting Cards
crease in personal income, we can
only suppose with John R. Walker
Hand Woven Baskets
in the Office of Fiscal Management
Batting
that the state will be less able to
meet the demand for higher educa1
tion.

H igh er education .:

a high future?

Quilt Gallery

421 12 N. ·P earl

ITired old tires? I
May 1, 1980

Thosestuddedsnowtiresshould has gradually been altered. Now
· be off your car by now-the one might see something like ·
deadline was April 1-and if the old "?205/75-R-14" cryptically molded
ones just can't make another into the sidewall of a tire. "P", or
season, it's time to look around for the first letter, means the family of
new ones, and that's not so easy · the tire, in this case, a passenger
any more.
tire. New cars with temporary-use
With the national conversion to spare will have a "T'' on the
the metric system under way, buy- sidewall. The "205" refers to the
ing new tires is bound to be confus- width of the tire in milimeters. The
ing, so the Central Safety Center "75" is the standard size. As
offers this information:
before, the "R" refers to the conUnder the old system, the only struction, and the · "14" is the
information given was the section diameter in inches.
width and the rim diameter of the
The load ranges. are usually
tire. Then in about 1966, manllfac- given now, and are different from
turers began to include construe- the old load ranges of B, C, and D.
_tion types such as "FR'' for radial, Now standard load (SL) and extra
"B" for bias-belted and "D" for load (XL) are used. In the metric
bias construction or diagonal plies. sizes, the maximwn inflation for
That means that if there is "FR an SL tir~ 35 pounds per square
78-14" on a tire, it is a radial, with inch, or 249 kilopascals.
the height from the top of the bead
If you're not sure what size your
(the point where the tire meets the car needs, you can usually find a
rim) being 78• of the width, and 14 notation in the owner's manual, in
inches in diameter.
the placard on the door jamb, or in
Beginning in 1977, that system the glove compartment.
-

If wo1nen are .d rafted • •
less health· care
Washington, D.C.,
Karen Mulhauser, Executive
Director of the National Abortion
Rights Action League (NARAL)
said that "young women on college
campuses, who now have good
comprhensive health care, including health plans that cover
abortion services, will not have the
same access to health services if
they are inducted into the
military."
Women are denied abortions in
military hospitals and though the

FOR CWU
STUDENTS
The Conference Center, Housing (Residence Halls and Apartments) and Food Services will accept applications
for our new Auxiliary Services Custodial Apprentice Program through May 7, 1980. We need qualified students
to assist our professional staff during the school year, vacation and summer time activities. Custodial apprentices
will be ·paid $787 per month which includes partial housing accommodations for the summer.
Our on-the-job training program has been designed to increase the knowledge and experience of the selected
individuals. Full-time summer employment will be available to those who successfully fulfill job requirements.
Students that are interested in app_lying for the Custodial Apprentice Program are urged to apply as soon as
possible.
Applications are available at these participating departments:
Conference Center - Courson Hall
EI len Crawford
963-1141
Food Services - Holmes DiniQg Hall
·
Torn Ogg
963-159 (
Food Services - Commons
Carter Babcock
963-1301
Housing - Barge 103
963-1831
Perry Rowe

Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services
[ CHAMPUS] by the Doran amendment- to the 1978 . Defense Appropriations bill, which was passed
by Congress in 1978. Mulhauser
further noted that Congress last
year narrowed. the abortion provisions of the Department of Defense
Health Care Package to allow
110,000 women on active duty (as
well as female dependents) access
to military funded abort ~ ons only if ·
they've suffered the ,violent abuse
of rape· or incest or are about to
die.
"This law totally disregards the
obligation that the armed services
has to its personnel," Mulhauser
said, "to provide health care and
medical protection according to individual ' needs and preferences.
The salary of enlisted members is
frequently too low to cover the
price of a privately funded abortion, especially in the case of
.members assigned overseas where
dollar devaluation is severe."
This restriction contradicts two
major goals of the U.S. military: to
provide comprehensive quality
health care to its. members, and to
attract and expand roles forwomen within the services.. This
ban is especially repugnant in light
of the fact that the cw-rent Army
pregnancy rate is an alarming 15
percent. Women can not and
should not be.forced to'make their
own medical arrangments while
enlisted. This restriction
represents a further erosion of
military benefits," stated the
NARAL official.
Mulhauser said. "In the event
that women are drafted, they must
be provided with health care of at
least equal quality to what they
presently receive."
Mulhauser implored ''draft age
women, as well as their families
and friends insist that Congress
restore full health benefits to
women in the military service.
Voters, especially students must
support candidates who will pledge
to reserve the unconscionable
trend toward narrowing health
benefits for women.''
The National Abortion Rights
Action League is a single issue
political organization dedicated to
proteCting the right to a safe legal
abortion for all women. As such
NARAL abstains from ·,,aking a
position in the debate over the
draft.

to
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River virgin takes the plunge
by Glenda Wallace

·

.

floating towards a logjam. They usually occur on the outside bend of the
river or on the islands that are flooded during high water.
The bus trundled along the curving road ti.at unraveled beside flowing When you are in this predicament, there are four things you can do to
Yakima River while I anticipated the excitement ahead. I was a river survive, if you don't puncture your raft. Firstly, sit down inside the raft
and shift your weight towards the logjam, allowing the current to flow
virgin about to embark on my first rafting experience.
The bus pulled up to an ideal spot to enter the river. It was an open area under the raft instead of over the top. Also, spin your raft with the curwith easy access to the low bank free of heavy brush or snags. The water rent to clear the logjam. If the current pushes water over the top and into
was moving slowly and there was enough distance downstream to gain the raft, it will flip under the logjam and then all you have left to do is
jump.
,
·
the desired middle of the river.
The guides unloaded the huge combat green rafts and the excited group After getting the bang of .handling a large flat-ended stick thrust into
from Stephens-Whitney gathered around, intriguing packs at their feet. my face with the ord,er "row," we drifted along soaking up the atMike McCleod, Director of the Central Washington University Recrea- . mosphere and beverages. We soon tired of showing our ignorance about
tion Department, is a veteran in floating the Yakima Riv.e r and be was in the apparent birdlife and when our attention focused on the second raft, I
charge of the donn·expedition.
knew I was in trouble. -·
Floating the river involves more than surviving and Mccleod impressI came out of the first battle relatively unscathed, but the second, third
ed upon our eager ears that all litter must be carried away from the river. and fourth attacks had me cowering in the middle of the raft.
This included cans, tabs_and cigar filters.
After stripping off the excess clothing, three ravaged rafts called a
With the sun playing hide-and-seek with the cumulus nimbus, McCleod truce and decided to- lay in wait for the fourth, holding McCleod.
also suggested that for our own sake we avoid the temptation to indulge in Everyone clambered off their particular vehfole and beaded for the
·
a waterfight. I hadn't brought any warmer clothes in case the weather heavy brush to get closer to nature.
became awkward, and I wasn't alone.
We soon tired of the plan when it became apparent that McCleod's raft
With four sixteen-man rafts, three of which belong to the conference knew what we were up to and beached further upsbore. Besfdes, one of
• · ·center, the fifty-odd people divided, determined to conquer.
the larger members of my raft was groping for the shirt I had fortunately
My raft looked like a beached whale about to be sick, and when we shov- tucked into a plastic bag to keep dry during the waterfight. I won our
ed off, I held back, thinking.I could save my Nikes ...how wrong can you skirmish, after being threatened to go into the water up to my knees-bead
get?
,,,
first.
It was those "dam stops to commune with nature that moved our raft
The raft containing me and my other companions hit the river first, and
the other three rafts filed out behind. Pleased with our beadstart, we 'from first to fourth by the end of the float. I fared the trip better than my
forgot the first of the rules of river floating: 'look ahead, plan ahead and large friend who doesn't always have blue lips. ·When we go on our next
maintain your head. Instead of heading for the middle we got caught float, I know of one fellow who is taking along extra clothes.

Racoon leaves MSU in
the dark

Luck of
the
Irish
Mount Pleasant, Mich. (AP)

East Lansing, Mich. (AP) about 26,000 students without elecstudents at Michigan State tricity, campus police said.
Jerry Sheahan, who dresses in
University were left in ·the dark
Some students were trapped in- green, drives a green car and even
Sunday night because of a raccoon. side · elevators in their high-rise dyes his hair green on St. Patrick's
Electricity was restored to the donnitories when the power failed. Day, had to use another sort of
sprawling campus early Monday There was no reported injuries. green to ransom his blarney stone.
after the ·animal wandered onto a Student ingenuity reportedly
The 51-year-old. owner of the
46,000-volt transformer near.. the triwnphed in some sections of the Green Spot Pub in Mount Pleasant
university's power plant, shorting campus, which glowed brightty paid $570 in ransom money Saturout some power lines arid leaving··-w-ithml!l!lbo1111nf.ir.e...
2.lll!lll!lll!lll!llll~~~~~d~a~y~ru~·gh~t~t!!'!'o~g~et~ba~ck~his~·~be~lo~ved
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"Our business is
going places"
'

434 North Sprague:
Ellensburg
Phone 925·~696 l
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Don't be uncomfortable on
..your feet all day. Try our
: new water-filled health soles
8
..
for
5.99
..
..
Located in. the Plaza
: _718 E. ath
925-NUTS
.. ...................................................... ... ... ...

WINNER 5 OSCARS
Shows 7:00 only
BEST PICTURE!

925-9511

1fi;w4',,Hg~~~

'Ir;

: Reg~ •3995 Now $·29.95
Thru Mother's Day

•

LIBERTY
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stone.
· peared. ·
Someone left it in the middle of
his parking lot four years ago to
Then,last week, Sheahan got the
kid him about being Irish.
ransom note.
But on the eve of St. Patrick's
Now, he expects the stone to be
day this year, it disappeared just returned this week.
·
as mysteriously as it had ap-

ELLEN DRIVE·IN

VILLAGE

925-3266

Fri.,Sat.-,& Sun.
Open 8:00 Show Dusk
Adult Entertainment
The Hottest Student
Bodies in Town

\r

CHEERl.EaRS'

:1p-.1

SECT.ID.I

925-4598

Shows 7:00 only

Killed
or Be
·Killed
1
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n.-,..-,-.~

Jaguar
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925-3939

Dinner

i
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.

with tossed salad & french bread

·au you can e_a_t
_
tL-. . '2.·00 · ·
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Hat Party
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Sports

talent pays off for Central

Taylor · looks to Pros
Central Washington University
has two graduates playing professional baseball and Robby Taylor
would like to become the third.

Central Pitcher Gus Carlson at recent practice session

Evidently, some pro scouts think
· he has the talent, because they
have been interested in him during
his two years at Central.
"I would play for any pro team,"
' Taylor said. "I just want a chance
to play. I don't care if I would be
eating bologna sandwiches and
riding buses in the minor leagues.
I would be happy to be there."
Taylor, a shortstop from Layton,
Utah, played two years at the
University of Utah before transferring to Central for the 1979 season.
He played in the outfield and at second base for Utah.
"We had the lowest budget for
any team in the (WAC) conference," Taylor said, "and we
were usually at the bottom of the

league.
At one point in my . had resigned to concentrate on adfreshman year we were 0-21 and ministrative duties at Central, and
Lee Day had been named coach.
the next year 0-18.''
Taylor also felthe wasn't getting
"I went home for Christmas
a fair shot at starting, so he decid- vacation and I almost didn't come
ed to transfer. He said his decision back,'' Taylor said. ''I had never
to attend Central was by pure been in a situation where a new
chance.
coach has come in. But then I
"I had a friend in the Tri-Cities, figured there was no sense in movso I was considering Central, ing and taking more changes."
Washington State and Whitman,"
As. a junior, Taylor helped the
Taylor explained. "I pretty much Wildcats to a 23-16-1 record. He led
picked the name out of a hat, pick- the team in hits (43), was tied for
ed up and moved here.
the team lead in runs batted in (23)
"It was a tough situation to come and hit .364.
up here because nobody knew
Taylor feels he will need an even
·me," he added. "I told the coach better senior season to be drafted
I'd P.lay anywhere and that I just by the pros. After 23 games, Cenwanted a chance. I feel good about tral had a 1980 record of 13-10, and
the chance and that I came Taylor was hitting around the .300
through.''
mark.
Gary FrederiCk was CWU's
"Everything rides on this
baseball coach when Taylor arriv- season," Taylor noted, "and
ed for fall quarter in 1978. By because of that I have the pressure
baseball season, though, Frederick of wanting ·to do well and to win.

·•••••••••••••••••..-••••••Jf.Jl..¥¥••Jf.JI..¥¥••

~

TEAMS OF THE WEEK

The· further we go the better·
chance scouts will have to see me.
I'm trying to do what it takes to
win and that's putting pressure on.
"Last year was my best in college, and I know I'll have to do better than that.. I've been working
real hard on my bitting."
And what if Taylor is not
selected by a pro team?
"It would hurt me but I would

COED "D"
Beaver Cleaver Leauger's

Located.on the West Interchange
(across from Perkins)
925-4808

MENS "A"

MENS "B"

COED "X"

The Foreskins

Rain Deers

C.J. Gang

LADIES "W"
Foul Players

MENS "C"

COED "Y"

High Hopes

Boda Baggers

LADIES "L"

MENS "D"

COED "Z"

The Marx Sisters

Master batters

High Hopes

A /I•c e s Restaurant
I

Yogurt Special
99~ a pin·t

We' re not the biggest, but we hav~ the bes·t food!

Mothe~'s

Day
Special!

WINES
House Wines

Chicken Dinner all day

White, Rose1
. Hearty .burgundy
Lamhruscos & Cellas
by glass or decanter

: 3 pieces Chicken, Salad Bar,
Natural Potatoes, and Roll <

BEER

Extra large hamburgers

$3.75

at an extra small price'

On Draft

Fresh frozen fruit _yogurt

Coors
Rainier
Budweiser
Anhauser Busch
with meals or to go

we make our own

Dine in or order to go.

foot long hot dogs
homemade soup and
sandwiches
Salad Bar

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSY"H • GRE BIO
GMAT • DAT• OCAT • PCAT
VAT • MAT • SAT
NAT'L MED BOS
ECFMG • FLEX • V.QE
. NOB • NPB I • NLE

~-H. IUIPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists
Since 1938
For information, Please Call:

[206) 523-7617
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Sports
Baseball
•
review
by Tie Caub

•

Ill

Intramural Sports Festival

couldn't show his Stuff as the Cats
dropped another to the Chieftains
4-1. '

Each school will participate as a
Thank God for Intramurals ! team until noon. After that teams
That is the slogan for the Sports will be split up into non-affiliated
' Festival which is happening this ' groups~ No prizes will be awarded.
Saturday. Sponsored by Coors However, each contestant will
Beer Distributing Company, the ·receive a shirt, a poster and lunch,
festival will involve over twenty · and ~ach school participating will
colleges and universities - some · receive a $750 grant to buy sports
from as far away as Montana and equipment. As the host school,
Idaho. Each team will consist of an CWU will be given an additional ·
equal number of men and women $1,100 grant.
and there is a twenty-member . Aside from creating a good corlimit.
porate image for Coors, the idea of
Events for the day will begin at the Sports Festival is to get to
9:00 a.m. Each team can have a know other students and to
one hour practice session before · generate positive friendships. So,
that. There will be softball for a day of fun and sun come to the
volleyball, inner-tube basketball football field and watch the
in the pool), soccer and others.
festivities.

It's difficult to decide whether it
was pitching or defense that hurt
The Wildcat . defense dropped to
the Central Washington Wildcats an all-time low when they commit.
in 1979.
ted 6 miscues in the first three innThe pitching staff, with the ex- ings of the Conference opener
ception of Dave Pearce and Danny against Eastern Washington. The
Sullivan, carried one of the highest Eagles ran away from the Cats in
earned run averages in District this one 12-5. Central came back in
One last year, while their ·team the second game to tie the Eagles
defense dropped below the 900. clip with a six-run, two-out rally.
in fielding. When the Cats opened
The ·e ats, trailing 8-2, ran off
its baseball campaign under se- four extra-base hits to take the viccond year coach Lee Day, many tory away from tbe boys from
felt that on paper the Cats had solv- Oheney. The game was called. in
ed these problems and were ready the 7th with two Wildcat runners on
to improve on their 23-16-1 record of the sacks and a 3-and-l count on the
hitter.
a year ago.
But then the bottom fell out of
Joe Fiest, Jeff Dilley and Robby
Coach Day's talent bucket when Taylor contributed run scoring hits
both his mowid aces of a year ago to keep the Cats out of the losers
were lost for the season, Dan . colwnn.
Batter-up! That was the signal
Sullivan, due to a knee injury, and
marking
the beginning of CWU's
Dave Pearce, when he decided not
When the Eastern Oregon Mounintramural softball season. Last
to return for his final season in ·ties came to Ellensburg, the
M~nday afternoon, starting at
Ellensburg.
Wildcats needed to sweep the three
3:00,
twelve teams assembled on
Obviously it was an emergency game series if they were to have a
the si.X fields next to the Pavillion,
situation that .faced Coach Day. He , chance at a berth in the District
and play began.
·
~had to fill two ·big spots in his star- One playoffs.
In all, there are more than 500
ting rotation before Central started
In the opener, the Cats nipped,.
students using the fields from 3: 00
league play against Eastern the Mowities by a nose, 3-2. Hitting .
to 7:00. Every week, Monday
Washington on ~ch 24.
stars of this game were Dave Gattthrough
Thursday, it'll be the
Three spots were filled by retur- man, Matt Meinhold, Robby
same. Ninety-six teams signed up
ning hurlers Earl Azeltine, John Taylor, Jeff Dilley and Bernie
~ ~ight leagues with game~ held at ,,
Granberg and senior lefty Kevin Brand.
3:00,
4:00, 5:00 and 6:00.
Zylstra. Newcomers battling for
Hurler Brent Stevens went the
Problems that have risen are
the remaining spots, Gus Carlson, distance for the Cats, having little
Carl Linlliquist, Rob Latanzi, trouble with the Mounties. Mark · You're out of there! As the second week of softball con· mixed-up fields and forfeits. If you '
Brent Stevens, Dave ~ane, Kekoa Swafford, Danny Brooks and Jeff tinues, Gordon Weed, of the Wheeler-Dealers, stretches are the team manager, check to
.
make sure you know which field
Gabreial and Kevin Jones, all had Dilley kept .the Wildcats rolling out to make the play at first.
·
. your team is scheduled to play at.
their work cut out for them.
along the victory trail on Saturday
· Also, teams _play on either MonThe swinging trio
Kekoa Gabreial took to the the 5th.
day~ and Wednesdays or Tuesdays
mound in the season opener and displayed the hitting attack that
and
Thursdays. There are no other
put in a fine perfonnance holding had been missing from the Cats ofcombinations.
the Univ~rsity_ of Puget Sound at f~ive attack to date. Dilley
- With so many games per week,
Monday and Wednesday
bay for fout innings, helping the blasted a two-run homer in the ear:oopm
·there
will be limited reviews. If an
Cats !o a 6-3 victory.
· ly game to put Central on top for
3
Men's "A" league
important
rivalry·is to be played, .
Brent Stevens, Carl Linlliquist, the rest of the day. Brooks and
· 4:00pm however, leave a note at the InLadies "L" League
and John Granberg combined to Swafford threw gas on the fire in
S:OOpm· tramural Office. Or, have someone
stuff the Loggers 9-1 in the the three game sweep as they·each
Co-ed "X" League
write a review of the game and
nightcap.
connected for doubles on the day.
Tuesday ~:md Thursd~y
leave it, with the score sheet, at the
Brooks had two extra base hits in
3:00pm same office.
Over spring break, the Wildcats the nightcap.
Men's "B" League
Not all scores will be announced
traveled to Redmond to faee SeatJohn Granberg kept . the MounMen's "O" League
4:00pm on the 7:10 news of KCAT 91 FM.
tle University. Gabreial again took ties at bay for seven innings, keepS:OOpm Instead, a few scores from every
to the hill, but this time it wasn't ing the reins tights on the opposiCo-ed "Y" League
league will be reported.
The
Gabe's day as he went the tion until the Cats could push ten
Co-ed "P" League
6:00pm leagues playing the next day will
distance, only to lose in extra runs across the plate. The score:
also be announced.
innings 5-4. Carl Linlliquist got the 10-2• .
call in the second game and
(

1

Softball season

starts

Intramural schedule

Winegar's
DRIVE IN

419 w. 15th-925-1821
Located Just 8 Blocks West of Nicholson Pavilion

FARM FRESH MILK
Grade A

1h Gallon 79c

Grant competition ·begins May 1
The Institute of International Education has set May 1, 1980, as the official opening date for the 1981-82 grant competition for graduate study or
research abroad and for professional training in the creative and performing arts. It is expected that approximately 519 grants to 50 countries
will be available for the 1981-82 academic year.
/
Applicants must be U.S. ·Citizens at the time of application; must hold
(generally) a bachelor of arts/science degree (or equivalent) before the
beginning date of the grant; must (in most cases) be proficient in the
language of the host country.
Creative and perfonning artists are not required to have a bachelor's
degree, but must have four years of professional study or equivalent experience.
CWU students may obtain application fonns from Dieter Romboy,
Fulbright Program Advisor, Barge 308. Deadline for filing applications
on this campus is September 15, 1980.
Grants are provided under the tenns of the Mutual Educational and .
Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 (Fulbright-Hays Act) and by foreign
governments, universities, corporations and private donors.

CWU offers free typewriting course
People who have access to a television and a typewriter can learn how
to type this spring through a free 11 how to" course offered by Central
Washington University.
Presented as a public service by CWU's Business Education and Administration Management Department, the 30-lesson class will begin
Monday, April 28, at 7 p.m. on KCWU-TV, channel 10.
Each lesson in the series, called ''Typewritten Communication,'' will
be shown several times, according to KCWU manager. Bill Craig. A new
lesson will be introduced each evening, Monday through Thursday, with
reruns for those who want to review the following two days at noon and 3
p.m., he said.
The typewriting course was produce in 1977 by CWU Business Education Pr-0fessor Wayne Klemin, and co-authored with Dr. Lloyd Bartholeme at Utah State University.
Those who want more information may call the CWU Business Education Department, 963-2611, or meet with Klemin April 28 or 29 at 7 p.m. in
CWU's Shaw-Smyser Hall, Room 222.
Those who want·assistance may bring a portable typewriter to either
session, Klemin said. He will also recommend a workbook for those who
wish to purchase one.

Bill Moeller to appear

News from the Library

CONDO Rentals
Menehune Shores
Kihei, Maui, Hawaii
Luxury Two Bedroom • Two Bath
Condo
*Located On the Beach*
Heidi Persson 963-2704

A selected list ·of new titles from the Central Libr~.
On the new bookshelf, Room 203, April 29-May 5, 1980.

NON FICTION
*Tulane Studies in Philosophy. Vol. 28.
Starving Artist... Great for custom
•Analecta Husserliana. Vol. 9.
posters, cards, advertising and per·
sonal collecting. 925-3967.
· •Annual Review of Psychology. 1980.
*Claremont College Reading Conference. Yearbook. 1979.
For Sale · 1971 Kawasaki 250 with
"rotary valve." Tires are in very
*Nigel Pennick. Ancient Science of Geomancy, Man in hargood condition and bike is in good
mony with the earth. 1979.
·
mechanical condition. Will consider
trade/boot for 17 Sec dirt machine
*Maurer Maurer, ed. (sic) U.S. Air Service in World War I.
that is street legal. 925·2855 after 5.
Vol. 3.
Versatile female vocalist, new to
*Michael Balfour. Propaganda in war, 1939-1945, Organisaarea, looking for work with area
tions, policies and publics in Britain and Germany. 1979. ·
bands. Will auditon anytime.
Experienced-have m_y own Pevey
*Ellen Gerber. Sport and the body, a philosophical symequipment. Contact C.R. Woodall at
posium. 1979.
CWU media library afternoons 3 to
5.
*Frederick F. Horn. Trading in Commodity futures. 1979.
*Gunnar Boalt, et al. Sociologists in search of their iritellecWanted - Used bike, reasonable,
prefer girls 10 speed. Cathy at . tual domain. 1979.
925-3534.
*Douglas Radcliff-Umstead. e9. Human sexuality in the
For Sale · 1966 Ford Galaxy 500.
middle ages and renaissance. 1978.
Good Condition. $500 or best offer.
*Peter Hill-Norton. No soft options, the politico-military
(503)963·5060.
realities of NATO. 1978.
Books for Sale · Typewriting III,
*John S. Goldkamp. Two classes of accused, a study of bale
Shorthand III, Reprographics and
Report Writing. Call Lwanga at
and detention in American justice. 1979.
'
962-2404 evenings and weekends.
*Peter Burbidge. Wagner companion. 1979.
Bicycles Repaired - Fast, efficient,
*Pacific Northwest Council on: Foreign Languages. Pro- ·
reasonable. No job too small. Kelly
ceedings.
Parts 1 and 2 .. 1978.
· .
and Rick. 963-1300.
*Carl Friedrich W eizsacket. Unity of nature. 1980.
For Sale - Universal tow-bar for
*Dennis M. Devaney and Lucius G~ Eldredge. ed: Reef and
automobiles. Used for about 10 miles
total. Very new condition. Phone
shore fauna of Hawaii. part 4, 19.77.
925-2855 after 5.
*Max Brodel, Three unpublished di-awings of the anatomy .
Teachers wanted - Elementary and
of the human ear. 1946.
Secondary. West and other states.
*Karen . Hodgeman. Adaptations . and tech~_iques . for the
Placements since 1946. Southwest
Teacher's Agency, P.O. Box 4337,
disapled homemaker. 1976·.
Albequerque, New Mexico 87196.

Jnsttint Cash for .classrings, coins,
Jewelry, or anything mar.Ked: IOk,
14k, 18k, 24k, or Sterling--in any condition. One day service, Mail Insured
to MIDWEST DIST., Box 2361,
Fargo, North Dakota 58108 5/8/80
Mustang Fastback--289 cu--1965-$250--Phone 963-3130--Wayne.
5/1180

The CRIER will need a Business
Manager for Summer Quarter and
Bill Moeller will appear as Mark Twain in Hertz Auditoriwn on May 5 Beyond. Should be an accounting
at 8:00 p.m. Admission is $1.00.
major. Apply to Professor John
Foster in Mass Media. Salaried.
.

Book reviewI discussion : in Grupe Center
Fran Holand, Central Washington University graduate student, will
present book reviews of feminist literature May 6, sponsored by the CWU
Center for Women's Studies.
The 7:30 p.m. discussions at CWU's Grupe Conference Center are free
of charge; and all interested persons are welcome to participate.
· Books to be reviewed are in the University Library, with extra copies
available at the CWU Women's Center, Kennedy Hall 157, according to
Dr. Madge Young, director.

HAIR
FORUM:
Anniversary

407 East 3rd 925-6631

each additional word over 15. Crier Office will ·
accept ads after 3 p.m. on Thursday and after Z
p.m. on Friday, or ads can be mailed to The
Crier, SUB 218, Central Washington Universi-

ty, Ellensburg, Washington 98926. Ads must be
received in the Crier office no later than Fri·
day to be printed in the following issue. Payment must accompany all classllied ads at
time of receipt-we cannot bill.

Education job
search workshopJune graduates, as well as
graduate students, are encouraged
to attend a job search workshop.
It's in three sessions, May 13, 14, 15
from 4-5prn in·Black Hall 109. For
more information, contact the
Career Planning & Placement
Center.

1 Year
.Mens Haircuts · '10.00
8 15.00
Henna
'35.00
All Per1ns

Classified Ad rates are 15 words/$1. Five cents

REFERENCE
*Academic Information ·Service. Tax Guide for college
teachers and other college personnel. 1980.
*U.S. Congress. Congressional Record. Vol. 123, 4 parts,
1977. 95th Congress, 1st Session.
*U.S. Supreme Court. United State Reports ... cases adjudged in the Supreme Court. Vol." 430; 1976. .
*Bureau of National Affairs, Washington D.C. Policy and
practice series. 9 vols. 1979. loose leaf service;
*Dave Marsh. Rolling Stone record ·guide, Reviews and
ratings of almost 10,000 currently available rock, pop, soul,
country, blues, Jazz and gospel a~bums. 1979.
*Herman A. Szymanski. Infrared band handbook. 1963.
with 1964 and 1966 supplements.
·
·
NEWS'
*Students can request books for inclusion in the University
Library. Any student, faculty or staff member has the
privilege of recommending specific titles for the library collection. Request forms are available in a black box on the
encyclopedia case in Reference, Room 155. These requests
will be consi~red for ·purchase on an equal footing with all
other requests for purchase. Help in filling the requests out
is available at the Reference desk. Plan ahead because it
takes time to receive ordered books. If students know books
that the library does not have, they are invited and encouraged to take a few minutes and request them for the
library collections.

Aerospace d~y Friday
Films of experimental aircrafts, a paper airplane competition,
helicopter landings and parachute jumps are just part of Aerospace Day
on May 2, designed to interest everyone curious about the wild blue
yonder.
·
Sponsored by the Central Washington University Aerospace Studies
Department, the Friday action will ~be centered on campus during the
morning, moving to the Ellensburg airport after noon.
From 9 a.m. to noon, representatives of the Experimental Aircraft
and answer questions about new advances in
aerodynamic design. A Federal Aviation Agency speaker will also be on
hand during the morning.
Assoc~ation will show films

I

Between 9 and 10 a.in., Marine and National' Guard helicopters will
land on the CWU campus.

HAlll DESIGNERS

·PATTY
CHERYL
LORI

J..

Q>

~

(,)

'.

During the afternoon, an exhibit of different types of small aircraft will
· ~ assembled at Bowers Field, and parachute jumps are planned, according to Ven Sadajeno, publicity chairman, who invited all Kittitas Valley
citizens to participate in the day.

May 1, 1980
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ECE job opportunities -available

Exit interview information

If this is your last quartel' at Central and you have received a National
Direct Student Loan, you must make an exit interview. Call the Office of
Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go to the.second floor of Mitchell Hall. The
office is located near the Cashier's Office in the accounting section.

1980-81 financial aid applications

· The day care centers of the Chelan valley operate during the harvest
season~ which is usually anytime between September 15 to October 15th.
We have three sites and we are licensed for the care of 49 children at the
Chelan site - ages I month through 9 years of age. The other sites are
located in Manson, WA - seven miles from Chelan. Our need is for
qualified staff in our Manson sites. One site is at the Manson United
Methodist Church (Fireplace Room) which is licensed for care of fifteen
infants ages I month through I year. The other site is at the Manson High
School (Multipurpose room), and is licensed for care of 80 children - age~
1year through 9 years. Some of the older, migrant children attend regular
school classes and are with the day care program in the mornings and
afternoons. Our hours are 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Satur-

Applications for financial aid for 1980-81 are still available in the Office
of Financial Counseling and Financial Aid, Barge Hall 209. Students applying for financial aid at Central for 1980-81 must complete the confidential statement·and the Central application form. Priority filing date was
March 1st. - Late applications will be reviewed in the order they are
.
received and funds will be awarded as long as they are available. ~~
There
are
three
areas
to
our
program:
Food
and
Nutrition,
Health
Undergraduate students are required to apply for Basic Educational OpCoverage, Child Development and Care.
portunity Grants.
...
We are funded by local contributions, the local growers, the Department of Social and Health Services and U.S.D.A. We work closely with
DSHS and conduct the service by the guidelines set up by DSHS.
A $1000 grand prize will be awarded in the Sixth Annual Poetry Com- Our staff consists.of 60 to 75 people. We have a nurse on staff at each 1ch
petition sponsored by the World of Poetry, a quarterly newsletter for site during the program and try to work our health care program withrith
Public Health Services and Migrant Health.
poets.
Poems of all styles and on any subject are eligible to compete for the
We are open ll hours a day. we have two shifts (morning and aftergrand prize or for 49 other cash or merchandise awards.
noon) usually with a 5 to 7 hour shift.
Poetry Editor Eddie-Lou Cole says, "We are encouraging poetic talent Housing will be provided to students by local growers or the clergy in
of every kind, and expect our contest to produce exciting discoveries-like the area.
Virginia Bates, a housewife from Woodbine, Maryland. She won our The rate of pay last season was $3.50.per hour for aides and $4Jl0 per
grand prize last year with her poem PIETA, about her son in Viet Nam." hour for lead teachers. There might be a slight increase for the 1980
Rules and official entry forms are available from World of Poetry, 2431 season, but this would not be determined until the time the budget is submitted and approved (late August).
Stockton, pept. N, Sacramento, California 95817.
If there are questions, please feel free to contact: Kay Evans, Director,
·P.O. Box 1715, Chelan, WA 98816, (509) 682-5469 or Dr. Dale Otto, Hebeler.
_
...Did you know that one city in the United States women are considered to be soliciting if they walk alone at night. ..
The Center for Women's Studies is presenting a noon film/ discussion on
Circle K will be meeting Monday, May 5 at 6 p.m. in the SUB 204. A
rape May 7. The fihn deals with ·the impact on the victim, why rape hap- guest speaker on child abuse will be the focal point of the meeting.
pens, where, when and by whom, and explodes the myth that rape is a
Saturday, May 3, Circle K will be having a swim hour from ll-12 at the
sexual matter... rape is violence!
City pool.
·
Join us from 12:00to12:50 in the SUB 204 and 205.

Sixth annual poetry contest

Cws to Show rape film

m

Circle K meets

"SAFTYE" conference at CWU

Hunger awareness meeting

A SAFTYE (Stop Auto Fatalities Through Youth Efforts) conference
involving youth from Washington State high school will be held May 9-ll
Problems, Discussions, Solutions and Action.
on the Central Washington University campus in Ellensburg. The
There will be a meeting for all people who would like to join the efforts meeting is sponsored by the CWU Safety Center, under a Washington
and actions of others concerned with hunger awareness.
Traffic Safety Commission grant administered by Central Safety Education Professor Ron Hales.
·
When: Wednesday, April 30, at 5 p.m.
Nearly eighty representatives from state high schools are expected to
Where: Center for Campus Ministry, 1001 N. Alder.
For further information, please contact: Barbara Graves at 925-3196, , participate in workshops and training sessions to help students develop
Rosemary Harrel at 925-3196 or Gary Keeler at 925-6506.
traffic safety programs for future use in their communities.
Anyone wishing further information may contact Dr. Ron Hales, Director Central Safety Center, Central Washington University, Ellensburg,
WA 98926, (509) 963-3254.
·
I
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Mother's Day
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May Day, the first day of May,
has been celebrated through the
ages as a spring festival in many
countries.
It marks the revival of life in the
spring after winter and elaborate
festivities, meant to insure good
crops and happiness.
In medieval times, May Day
became the favorite holiday of
many Enlish villages. People
would go out in the early morning
and gather spring flowers to
decorate their doors and windows.
The people sang spring carols
and received gifts and the fairest
maid of the village was crowned
with flowers as the ''Queen of
May".
Perhaps the most ,.well known
aspect of .May Day is the Maypole.
-In every town and village a
Maypole was erected and the people suspended wreaths of flowers
from it. Then villagers danced
around the Maypole, holding the
ends of ribbon that streamed from
its top. They wove the ribbons back
and forth until the Maypole was
covered with bright colors.
In many parts of the United
States children gather flowers and
place them in homemade baskets·
on their friends and neighbors
doorknobs.
Since the 1890's May Day has
been adopted in much of the
Western World as the international
labor day.

·~························································································..•••••••••••··..··············••111•.

, .
Re-Cycle's
~
·: Spring Schtdule . :

·;

Mayday festivities
celebrated

The beauty of a
diamond depends
largely on the
way it reflects light
through its facets. It
is for this reason that a
stone's cut is so important.
A well-cut diamond will reflect
a dazzling array of billiant hues.

off Perms

Tuesdiy
-thru Friday
12to6
~
Satunlay
:
10 to 5
~~
Re-Cycl~,· ~: Ellensburg s
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~

(May -1-1 l)
Men & Women
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405

Nort~_Sprague

9.25-3638
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Downtown

Live Music

Brilliant gems delight the eye . . . but don't
forget the other hidden qualities that make a
gem, watch, or art object truly valuable. You
can depend on our quality. It always goes
beyond surface appearance so you can shop
with confidence.
ff YOU OON T KNOW

'i:>i..mt~nJ1

Mon.-Sat.

9:00-1:30

no cover

This .week:
E~ceptional

Ill.HOW YOU .. JCWCLClll

•

Rock & Roll by

Quantrell

248-2248
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Retired teachers sponsor seininar
"If you were given 30,000 hours

to expend as you wish,'' questioned
Lillian Gibson, State Director of
the National Retired Teachers
Association, "how would you use
it?"
Mrs. Gibson posed this thoughtprovoking question before a group
of CWU educators and staff and
public school teachers attending a
recently concluded three-part PreRetirement Planning Seminar.
The seminar was held at the CWU
Grupe Center on April 7, 14, and 21.
Sponsored by the Kittitas County
Retired Teachers, and co-chaired
by E.E. (Dr. Sam) Samuelson at)d
Maurice Pettit, the seminar stressed as its central theme the necessity for pre-retirement preparation
and planning.
Literature accompanying the
seminar listed the following as program objectives:
·
- To assist potential teacher
retirees in planning to meet the
needs cf their senior years.
- To -:nr ich· the well-earned
--1:t.ir ement years of the teachers.
To reduce the need for Social
Sen k es by aging persons and the
co : ~ '.her eof.
'! ·~ \ e Apr il 7 session was entitled_
"Life Style." Lillian Gibson was
the featured speaker. She indicated that the new retiree's mental attitude must remain positive
des}>ite lifestyle and role changes.
· Pnysical or mental ill health
may be caused by chronic griping,
overeating, failure to cultivate a
hobby or sport, failure to plan days
. ahead, and failure to obtain
medical check-ups, Mrs. Gibson indicated. Thoughtful planning and
moderation are the key elements

necessary for maintaining good
health, she added.
Also speaking at the April 7 session was Karen Jenison of the
Leisure Services Agency.
She
defines "leisure" as "worthy use
of your time." Efficient use of
available leisure time can help
prevent physical, mental, and
most importantly, social decline,
Ms. Jenison suggested.
Considerable leisure resources
are available to Ellensburg
retirees. CWU provides functions
such as bowling and golfing, there
are numerous Senior Citizens activities, and Ellensburg has an active Silver Circle organization.
The subject of the second
seminar session, held on April 14,
was "Legal Matters." Maurice
Pettit was Chairman, with Cleary
Cone, a local attorney, and life insurance and tax specialist Harold
Overland the speakers.
Cleary Cone maintained· that
estate planning must be kept as
simple as possible. One should not
neglect the responsibility ~f
writing a will, he added.
Cone explained the advantages
of securing a Community Property
Agreement to prevent unnecessary
hardships to the spouse after your
death. And he spoke about the
strong points and weaknesses of
the Durable Power of Attorney
document.
Harold Overland, speaking
about life insurance, explained
that it is one of the major purchases that one can make in a
lifetime. The cash value of a life
insurance policy increases over
time, becoming a valuable asset if

allowed to mature. Life insurance
should be reviewed with the family
and updated from time to time,
Overland stated.
The final session, that of April 21,
was entitled "Retirement
Income."
Dr. Wesley Crum
chaired this session. The featured
guest speaker was Robert Kivi,
Yakima Social Security AdmirJstrator.
The Social Security system was
set up in 1937 to replace a portion of
earnings lost due to retirement,
disability or death, Kivi said. Too
often, he indicated, one's Social
Security check becomes his or her
only source of in(!ome in retirement.
Kivi explained the procedures
one must go through in order to
begin to draw social security
benefit checks upon retirement
and related the formula used to
determine the approximate
amount of these checks. Kivi said
that social security checks usually
average about 30 percent of what
one is making at the time of retirement.
Also worth considering before
retirement is the fact that retiring
at the age of 62 results in a 20 percent benefit reduction from what
.one would receive if he retired at
the age of 65. This reduction is per~ent.

Kivi also explore the offerings
and limitations of the Medicare
medical and hospital insurance
program. He noted that some supplemental insurance policies will
pay the deductible amounts not
covered by Medicare, and some
will not.

May 1, 1980
students and faculty members
Artists appearing
reviewed the slide entries, slimming the 226 entrants to 64 qualifiers.
at Central
"We try to keep the judging as
anonymous as possible," comSixty-four artists from 22 states mented Sahlstrand, who explained
will exhibit original photographic the entries were coded numericalart works at the 10th annual "New ly and jurists found out
Photographies" at Central photgraphers' names only after
Washington University April 28 selection was complete.
For the first time this year, the
through May 23.
The grand opening of the t;ompetition required a $10 entrant
nationally-known art show, at 8 fee to pay for shipping costs and
p.m. Monday evening in CWU's exhibition expenses and to purSarah Spurgeon Art Gallery, will chase works for a collection which
unveil approximately 250 works · will be available for exhibit at
that involve the use of other galleries.
Hoping to buy a dozen art pieces,
photographic imagery, materials
Sahlstrand
explained that the Art
or process.
Guild, a student art group fwided
by the Associated Students of CenNew Photographics· 1930 is open tral, will actually purchase the
to public viewing in CWU's Ran- works.
dall Hall gallery from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday
Badge award
through May 23.
The successful brain-child of
not Oscar
gallery director and CWU Art Professor James Sahlstrand in 1971,
Rye, N.Y.(AP)
New Photographies has been
Scout executive Dennis Kohl
favorably reviewed in magazines
didn't think twi~e when , a Cub
like Art Week and American
Scout with shaggy blonde hair
Photography.
came up to get his "Bobcat"
award.
Kohl says the 8-year-old boy was
Work for this year's exhibition
all smiles-just like any cub-as he
began soon after Christmas with a
walked to the st.age Tuesday night ·
general mailing, calling for artists
to receive his award from Randy
to submit five slides of recent'work Harvey, master of Pack 5 in suburmaking use of photographic im- .ban Rye.
agery, sent to nearly 1,000 colleges
But Kohl says h~ did a doubleand universities in the United take when Harvey said, "Justin,
States. Responses came from 37 we're sorry you ddn't win the
Oscar, but we'd ij.ke to present you
states, Sahlstrand said.
Announcements were also sent with your Bobcat badge."
to 1,600 members of the Society for
Justin was Justin HenryPhotographic Education, as well nominated for Best Suppr>rting Acas to others who requested infor- tor for his role in "Kramer Versus •
mation about the relatively Kramer.'' Back home at Pack 5, he
was just plain Justin, Bobcat
unrestricted national exhibit.
A jury composed of graduate Scout.
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WE DELIVER

925·1111

5:00 P.M.

925-2222

2:00 A.M. DAILY

Delightfully Delicious

To our customers:
Nine years ago tooay I

. Pizza ·Mia Presents

purchased Pizza Mia from
Art Ladd. He created and
owned Pizza Mia for a little

ESCARGOT

Blended with 13 spices
Butter and Parsley
Served with rolls

Escargot!
Sweepstakes
170266
Tom
170348
Wes
170357
Lisa
170410
Ken 170534
Jody
170537
Marie 170583
Bret 170591
·1 Emily 170605
John 170658
Rod

*

'

WIN

*

$100.00
$50.00
$25.00
Pizzas
Grinders

.

.

$10,000 in prizes

170703
170740
Vicki
195291
John
196251
Teresa
198834
Dlve
198880
Mike
198895
Matt
198898
Doug
.
Ann · 198908
Debbie
198951
Jerry

~

over eight years and was
located m a small building
in Albertsons parking lot.
He insisted on using only
the top quality food for his
pizzas. Today we are still
following his tradition that
has made Pizza Mia famous
for its pizzas. We make our
pizzas from scratch, making our own dough and
sauce, blending our own
cheese slicing the meats
and dicing the onions,
mushrooms and green peJ>'
pers. It takes a little longer
to prepare and cook but you
seem to agree as customers
that our effort in quality is
hard to equal. On our mnth
year in business, my wife
and I would like to thank
you for your support of Pizza Mia which has allowed us
to carry on the tradition of
Pizza Mia. We look forward
t<? s erving you in the fut ure.

Sincerely

~~~ ~~27~

